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Western dress, coubov tunes, rope tricks and other similar doings brought the idea across to all patrons that the Kippy Karnival this
>ear had moved into the wide open spaces. With ranch hands draping the rails of the corral, various specialty acts presented by members of
the Rockiand High student body received generous applause. We have already named the principals, among them the duet of Janice Hutchin
son and Mary St. Peter, but the chorus was also most effective. Taking part in the assembly numbers were Shirley Nelson, Peggy Grispi. June
Gardi, Judy Campbell. Dot Molloy, Marilyn Seavey. Grace LaGrassa. Maxine Rogers. Marion Rogers. Jackie Rogers. Janice Beal. Helen Chase.
Pat Achorn. Marie Robishaw, Marianne Pellicani, Diane McAuliffe, Barbara Kaler, Hattie Dodge. Betty Goodwin. Shirlene Lord. Janice Hutch
inson, Charles Sewall, Ben Perry, Bob Leach, Ray Wixson, Gary Seavey, Nelson Harmon, Elson Johnson, Harold Cummings, Joel McLain, George
Hyland, Buddy Mosher and Bruce London.

THE WOMAN IN WHITE

Auction In Union

City Reports

45 00 per year
*2.50 .lx month*

EIGHT PAGES—5e COPY

Not to be outdone by the older students of Rockland High the
leadership of thc principal. Miss Ida M. Hughes, and presented their
of the nation West, and to settle California. A covered wagon, pulled by
the tales of the Gold Rush, as told by Rev Beach, Zane Grey, and the
scalp the unwary traveler, rough weather and what have you, beset
enlighten the hardships there was a real live hand that played tunes of
were not required to suffer hunger, as the victims of the Donner Pass
Niners did right well on hot dogs, peanuts, popcorn, and soda pop.
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Photos by Barde
student body of Rockland Junior High turned to with a will, under the
version of what the Forty-Niners had to go through to push the borders
a span of horses, cows, guides, trappers, and all the people that enliven
other writers who took us oldsters on the trail. Indians galore, ready to
them all on the stage of Rockland High’s Kippy Karnival yesterday. To
the times, and the settlers even staged a bull fight. Fortunately, they
disaster did. They had to commit cannibalism to survive, todays Forty-
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hearing aid.you owe it

to yourself to try
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CARRIED OVER DUE TO BAD WEATHER

Gucst-Of-The-Month SUNDAY, FEB. 15.

under our10-day

THOMPSON MEMORIAL, UNION

money-backGuarantee!
By nakwv wortd-fomew
bnitfc
r»4k> Ml*

KIPPY KARNIVAL BALL
COMMUNITY BUILDING

Topic: "UNIVERSALISM-1953!"
Place: THE UNIVERSALIST CHURCH. ROCKLAND

♦45 MAIN ST.

for

Tuesday, Feb. 17 At 7.30 P. M.

DR. ROBERT CUMMINS

Albert E. MacPhail

dollars

After many years of experience in
this sort of work, Mr. Ladd is convlnced since 99 percent of the
people of this country are honest,
the insurance companies will remain solvent. There was no rehearsal for the Lion’s Minstrel
Show, due to illness of some of
the cast.
At the director's meeting which
followed, it was voted to donate
$50 from theclub's Charity and
Civic Fund to the Boy Scouts of
America. Lion Jimmy Johnson was
the speaker at South Thomaston
Lions Club Tuesday night. Many
from the Camden Lions Club, with
their wives attended the Charter
Night of the Lincolnville Lions
Club held at Masonic Hall at Duck
Trap. Camden Lions sponsored
this new club and furnished the
program for the evening—reported
ln another column Congratula
tions to Lincolnville from all
Camden Lions for having this
club dedicated to service ln their
community. Lincolnville Lions may
be assured that their sponsoring
club stand ready to assist them in
all their projects and club work

TO YOU
AT 11 A. M.

Superior BOTTLED GAS gurries

sand

On Union Street By The Court House
Plan Now To Attend This Sunday At Worship In Thia Church
Which Ia “A Growing Church Of f reedom In Religion," Where
The Rest Of The Old Io Religion And The Best Of The New
In Science Are United.
Reverend and Chaplain George H. Wood. Minister

2D-ltt.__j
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WWW

Auspirea Union P.T.A.—Another $50 Needed For Project

SATURDAY. FEB. 14, 1953

Steel Bed Cots—Sewing Machines—Rug Racks

DANCING 8 to 12
JOE AVERY and HIS MUSIC

OH Healer—Clothes—Dishes

•! -*»•»«»> «tM9

Every Article In The Big List Must Be Sold — Regardless OI
Price. Aortlon Will Surely Take Place Tuesday Unless Another
Big Storm Interferes. Merve Merrill—Auctioneer—And la He

KWEEN KORONATION 10 P. M.
DANCERS 75c each
SPECTATORS afc each

Hearing Aid

BOOK CO.
RW MAIN ST.

An Artist!

19-20

HUSTON-TUTTLE

20-lt

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday
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; presslon, movement or shape and brown owl which, as I approached.
coloring.
scaled silently into the spruces at
wrrihrtt
Tlie first winter 1 conducted a the top of the rise.
In a few moments Zero had
feeding station ln Norton's pasture
I there was a horde of chlcadees who emerged from his hideout and was
came at least once an hour to take busy in the branches over my head.
That spring was a sad one. Dur
suet and peanut butter.
AROUND
During that rather severe win ing the late winter snows a single
ter they became very tame. Meet weasel took over the feeding sta
COUNTY
ing them in a flock I always greet tion and between my visits he
ed them with “Hi chickens.” und severely decimated my little flock.
II got pleasure in believing the din Several were killed and many were
! they made at my appearance was frightened away so that I never
By
actually got the survivors together
j their “hello” to me.
T?«LFH vV. TYlER
At rimes there may hate been again to identify them.
40 theie at once, but there were a ■ Only once afterwards did I think
that Zero had survived. I was pick
Dare I mention striped bass to “grass roots”, we Just don't have dozen who were always close by ' ing wild strawberries at the time
One by one this faithful uozen
the
fish
in
our
waters
to
make
it
again in this column?
showed some distinguishing man- | and lingered along Westbrook
interesting.
After my “bust” on striper pre
Road at the sight of a friendly
You have no doubt noticed that nerisn, accent or color difference
dictions for 1952 for the Georges, the clan of rod and reel experts so that I could tell them apart and chickadee close by.
I had no good suet in my pocket
Sheep&oot and elsewhere ln this who attempted the "loble experi I named them accordingly, like the
to tempt him now, but I crinkled
area I hesitate to even mention ment” of developing our neglected seven dwarfs” of Snow White.
One became Lampy, another Gray up an empty cigarette package and
this salt water “bull-dog” as a coast a couple of years back, never
held it towards him.
possible visitor in our waters this returned to fish again in the "hot Leg, one was Cocky and there was
He came very close and cocked
Whitefeather, Zero, Boots. Bull,
coming season.
spots” they discovered.
Percher,
Wheezer
and
others
;
head Irom slde w slde “
Surely our waters were readv and
My son and I followed them
How I came to name them thia he looked me over.
willing for the stripers to come, down the Kennebec a few days
Presently he burst forth with his
but even the Saco river, that per later and just as they said, “It would be a long story, but among
looked
perfect
for
striper
fishing
”
-he
several
were
a
few
outstanding
J
“’"S and
mt°.
ennial hot spot, slipped from It’s
but the fish Just weren’t there.
I fellows which I still look for when
^cket. I like to th nk It was him,
record of 1951.
a feathered friend by the name of
Faithfully helping me to “save
Maybe they came too early or I am out hut have never seen
Zero to me. but to others Just an
face” in ’52 was Oarl Griffith, who too late, but I noticed on the again.
other chickadee.
“
SWS
’
"
bulletins
that
fishermen
,
Umpy
definitely
had
a
short
leg
I believe, was high line among
Footnote; I take pleasure ln preKnox Oounty striper fishermen last along the Massachusetts ooast' which he could not draw up into
, &top'
season. Most of his fish came from weren't suffering for lack of action his feathers. Boots had feathers
chickadees particularly for Nellie I
the Sneepscot, but even Carl's just then. Perhaps it Is best we just which encased his spindle legs like ............................
"fiddle” around with our salmon boots. Wheezer had a raspy voice H. Hall, teacher, of JGrade 4, Mtstring was below 1951
Down the coast the stripers are and '.rout and make the most of It and Eull pushed, shouldered, and ^ln St'11001’ Rockland and her puhave shown continued inabout to turn their migration until some striper pioneers like ! pecked his way to the best, of feed, j pUs
terest in this column. The chicknorthward On their waj- they will [ Carl Griffith, Ed Elliott or Ted J Zero was always there whatever |
encounter commercial fishermen j Gutoske announce the thrilling ' the weather and the colder It was ade€ “ one o! our mosl tru*tlnK
The war between sport and com- [ news that they are hitting ln the ; the more insistantly he looked into ' birds. Little Zero became as tame
merciaiWnterests is still underway Georges or Sheepecot.
, my pockets or watched for me to as any living chickadee ever did, to
the point of almost becoming a pet ,
Inshore the rod and reel fisher
The way lt has been In the past open the bag of goodies. He was
The story illustrates how inti- ,
men will start taking them from there's a good striper year about first to alight on my cap when I
mate some of our wildlife beconu
came
in
sight
of
the
station
and
every ledge. Jetty and canal when once in a “dog's age ”, but if wlshwith humans by progressively culti
they come in to feed. Things will ful thinking from this writer wil the first to greet me with his
vating their confidence.
look bright all the way along the bring 'em alcng we're in for a good "hello”! Eventually he followed me
for long distances through the I 11
hours ol Patlellce
New England coast until they get striper season this year.
woods and when I stopped, he!thu confidence but only a moment
into Maine waters.
stop too,
and perch
close WJ
by iI to
t0 lose
losc it.
11
HUMM4 awy
vww) uin*
j-rv-s
vivuv
One lady who reads this col 1 would
From there on North it’s anyone’s
guess what becomes of them, but umn says, "Your little stories of to regard me as a provider of good ' 1 shall be pleased to hear from
I n,
I Mrs Hall and any of her pupils
the Bangor Pool usually reports birds and animals are more ap- j things to eat.
Strange chicadees could not in ! and later I may tell you of the
them first taken by salmon fisher pealing because you endow each
leading character with a name and due* him to leave me and for [ others in that winter flock
men.
weeks he was almost a constant
Whv not? That’s probably the a personality.”
Let me confess that “Mr. Slick”, companion when I was out
only spot on the Maine coast where
the weasel who became so popular
His keen iittle eyes never missed
there is a lure in the water
Perhaps we miss a lot of good on his first appearance here was a natural tid-bit on the way and
fishing by watching for signs ol not an original name I “swiped" once when he failed to follow me
stripers, or waiting for someone it from an article written a year closely I went back to find him
or more ago by the famous natur- pecking savagely at a golden rod
else to catch one.
Perhaps if we started fishing alist, Archibald Rutledge, but the j gall to remove tlie larvae inside j
here as soon as the first fish Incident of Mr. Slick's meeting with before I got out of sight and he
passes the State line off Kittery the female was my own observa- seemed quite grateful that I lingered while he completed the job.
we'd be surprised. Those fish don't tion.
He Was never still and when he
swim .along our coast “single file"
Cruising repeatedly over one
To the average fisherman of this area of the woods a person will find ' allowed me to close my hand over
area salt water sports fishing, par the resident wildlife quite well es his tiny body there was a quiver
ticularly for early stripers is but a tablished and as easy to become of constant energy against the
side line to our salmon and trout [ acquainted with as the neighbors palm o: my hand,
fishing It’s not until these fresh along their street. Meeting a red One day over the barren ledges
water species go down that we squirrel on the same stump, or a ! above the feeding station I eaw
earnestly seek striped bass
rabbit ln the same thicket a num- Zero plunge headlong into a patch
"Service after the sale” Is our I
The Bay State depends on strip- i ber of times, gives him the dis-, of ground Juniper.
I passed by and Into the next slogan and has been since “Broad
ers, blues and others, but we don't | tinction of a name,
have to
Perhaps it’s childish ol me to do woodlot but he did not follow and casting Began." Experience and
We've been told (and got hot it, but I always speak to them, for as he rarely left me so close to the ; technical knowledge combined with
under the collar about It) that we I am meeting a friend and often feedtng station I looked back for proper, latest instruments insure
. our customers TV satisfaction, i
have never developed the striper I get an answer. Often certain in him.
Perched motionless on the top of House-Sherman. Inc.. Main St., i
possibilities of our coast. Perhaps dividuals can be distinguished
Adv
we haven't. But getting right down from at hers of their kind by an ex- a dead scrub pine was a small: Rockland.
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THE WOMAN IN WHITE
The young women, of this County and adjacent areas
will be given a preview Wednesday of what their training and
life work will be if they choose the enviable career of a reg
istered nurse. Knox County General Hospital has aptly re
ferred to this time of opportunity as Career Day. and Invites
all interested young women to meet on that day at 1 P M at
the Bok Nurses Home for Nurses on White Street.
At that time registration will be followed by a complete
tour of the hospital and a time of Informal and sympathetic
discussion of nursing as a career. All angles of the profes
sion will be considered with reference to their aptitudes,
talents and ambitions that their understanding may be com
plete of this admired and respected profession.

KNOX

AU Rradrn of The

Courier-Gaiette Are

Invited te Send Service

Items for Thb Column.

UNION MAN RECEIVES BRONZE STAR

CRIME FOR CHILDREN
With the phenomenal gain In popularity of television
Bhese days In Knox County the problem of crime programs
becomes a foremost concern of every parent. There can be
no question as to the profound influence television programs
have over children and the great television broadcasting
companies have an unprecedented opportunity for good. If
the industry truly follows the lead of one executive this will
be the case. He says "Television can be used to impress upon
millions of Americans that lawbreaking Is a sordid business
and cannot win.”
All the chains do not have his vision however.
The Journal of the American Medical Association, writ
ing about a survey of the deleterious effects of TV crlmeand-horror programs on children, declares:
The over-all impression gained by the monitors from the
majority of television programs for children was that life
is cheap; death, suffering, and brutality are subjects of cal
lous Indifference; and that judges, lawyers, and law officers
are dishonest, Incompetent, and stupid.
It is devoutly to be hoped that the Maine stations re
frain from these crime-horror programs and face up honestly
and constructively their great opportunity, and we have the
faith to believe they will.

Sergeant Miles Cramer beside one of the Army ammunition carriers,
similar to those he saved.

Sergeant Miles C. Cramer of
Union has been awarded the
Bronze Star for meritorious serv
ice in Korea. The citation which
accompanied the medal stated that
Cramer, with great danger to him
self, removed several vehicles from
the confines of an exploding
amumtion dump In Korea on Oct.

"ROUGH ROAD AHEAD"
The editorial recently appearing in this column seeking
relief from the Intolerable section of the State built highway
south from Walter Butler Square has brought prompt re
sults if not relief. A large sign now states, that he, that runs
may read, "Rough Road Ahead."
PROMPT CURATIVE ACTION
The passing of time since the speculative breaking of the
matter of desertions from the armed forces in Korea brings
no diminution ln our feeling that the situation Is serious and
calls for sober thought and action.
A careful screening of the most reputable press reports
shows interesting reactions to the MacArthur-Truman
charges and counter-charges in the matter and brings forth
some Interesting angles. In spite of Mr. Truman’s hysterical
accusations, the desertions, though serious, are les than those
during World War II to the tune of 11,000. By the same
token General MacArthur is right when he says something Is
radically wrong with the morale of a people when 46.000
soldiers choose to face dishonor and imprisonment rather than
to enter the front lines. His charges may be true that this
is the result of top level blundering, the fighting of a war of
attrition instead of a struggle for victory and of the molly
coddling that has replaced Army discipline, but in any event
It Is a situation that calls for prompt and summary curative
action.

MOW-

«B ALL

Tele Vision

7.

•«••

The Kearly brothers, Kenneth
W„ and Robert F„ both seamen,
USN, sons of Mrs. Ruth Kearly of
137 Union street, Rockland, are
serving aboard the battleship USS
Missouri, on her second tour of
duty with the United Nations
forces in Korean waters.
The Missouri was the scene of
the surrender of the Japanese to
the Allied powers on Sept. 2, 1945.
in Tokyo Bay

The dump, ln the forward area,
had been set afire by enemy
artillery fire
The first truck
Cramer moved was a heavily laden
amunition truck which even then i
was afire. He returned to remove ,
several others before the Inferno, j
which was the dump by that time,
| drove him back.
Sergeant Cramer is the son ol '
Mr. and Mrs. Clinton Cramer of
•♦••
Union, and is serving with the
Maynard E. Tolman, age 19, P O
14Oth Unit-aircraft Artillery Bat
Box 42, West Rockport, enlisted in
talion of the 40th Infantry Di
the US Army with rank oi Pvt.
vision.
He was swqrn in on Feb. 10, '53
• • • •
' and will report to Fort Devens as
Allan Laukka. son of Mr. and
' Ins initial assignment.
Mrs. Arne Laukka of North Warren
Pvt. Tolman is the son of Mr. and
and Florida is now located at
Mrs. Earle M Tolman. His parents
Brooks Air Force Base. San An
live at West Rockport. His cousin,
tonio. Texas
Harold Tolman, is also in the US
His address is Allan Laukka.
Army.
A-3; AF 14432871; 6923 P. P. SqdJi.
He is a graduate of Rockport
Brooks Air Base. San Antonio,
High School, class of 1951.
Texas.
While on a recent leave with his
parents at Lake Worth, Fla., he
passed much tune also with a
former classmate at Warren High,
Frederick Kenniston, employed for
the winter at Gulf Stream Hotel,
at Lake Worth Allan also feels
lucky to have seen Morgan Bar
bour, another Warren boy, and a
class mate, too, of his, who is sta
tioned at Lackland Air Base, Texas.

LET S FATTEN THE PIG FIRST
A "reduce taxes regardless" drive Is under way ln Con
gress headed up by the Ways and Means Committee. The
proposal Is a bid for popular acclaim not based on realities
and deserves to be nipped before lt gains too much growth.
The national debt approaches the astronomical figure of 268
billion dollars and It is unthinkable to increase that vast and
dangerous amount through further increasing the national
deficit by unwarranted tax cuts.
The drive is in the hands of Republican Representative
Daniel Rted of New York and much favor has been found
for his efforts by the unthinking, because all tax payers like
tax cuts. But he misreads the public mind because the
American people, through their Congress, are seriously bent
on cleaning up existing abuses rather than securing immedi
ate cash benefits. They want an end to the enormous gov
ernment waste and extravagance as well as a cleanup of
Korea and Washington itself, and they want a government
that spends less than it takes in. Let’s fatten the pig of
national financial stability before we go to slicing bacon.

PFC Samuel J. Oreen, son of Mrs
Over E. Green. 10 Mt. Battle street,
Camden, recently spent a five-day
vacation from Korea on a rest and
\xxxxxxxxxxxx\\\\\\\\\\xxxxxxxxxxxxxx\xxxxxxxxx\x\\\\\v\vc recuperation leave in Japan.
A member of the 7th Infantry
Division, he stayed ln one of the
DURING
finest hotels in Japan and enjoyed
many luxuries unobtainable ln Ko
rea. The leave is part of the Army's
FEBRUARY AND MARCH ONLY
policy to give the fighting soldier
a rest from the rigors of combat.
Green is a member of Medical
Company of the 31st Infantry Regi
ment.
On Oil Burners - Gas Appliances
•• • •
Army PFC Harold R. Drinkwater,
Fuelite Bottled Gas Installations
6on of Mr. and Mrs. Roble J
Drinkwater, 94 Washington street,
Camden, recently graduated from
the 2d Infantry Division's NonCommissioned Officers Academy
On New Installations of
J in Korea.
Private First Class Drinkwater
Plumbing, Heating, Water Systems J is serving as an assistant squad
leader in a rifle squad with Com
pany E of the 23d Infantry Regi
ment He has been awarded the

I

10% DISCOUNT

\

Combat Infantryman Badge and
the Presideptial Unit emblem.
Drinkwater Joined the 2d Divi
sion fn October 1952 after serving
at Fort Dix, N. J.
Before joining the Army ten
months ago, he was employed by
the Knox Woolen Company ln
Camden

5% DISCOUNT

\

JAMESON & WALLACE

(

Pvt. Foster Robinson

Pvt Foster H. Robinson, who
left with the December group. Is
receiving his basic training at Fort
Bliss, Texas. He is the son of Mr.
and Mrs. Clifford Robinson of
North Warren He graduated from
Warren High School in the class
of 1950 and has since been em
ployed with the Elgin Corporation
of America He was married on
Oct. 25, 1952. to Miss Lauia
Hyvari who Is making her home
for the present with her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Lauri Hyvari, Owls
Head. Pvt Robinson would appre
ciate hearing from friends.
His
address Is Pvt. Foster H. Robinson,
U. S. 511557990, Battery D 7,
TNG.. Bn. AAA, RTC, Fort
Bliss. Texas

The Striking New Bel Air 2-Door Sedan

;
. . . featuring Chevrolet’s new
'Blue>Flame” high-compression engine!

Entirety NEW tfrrouyfr ond Mrwtfd !

The '53 Chevrolet ofTers you the most powerful performance of any
low-priced car-togcthcr with extraordinary new economy—with an entirely
new 115-h.p. "Rluc-Flarne" Valve-in-Head engine, coupled with a new
Powerglide automatic transmission.* It's the most powerful engine in its
field—with an extra-high compression ratio of 7.5 to 1!
Come in . . . sec and drive this dynamic new pacemaker of low-priced
cars with all its many wonderlul advancements.

TEL 156

£

WALDOBORO, ME.

|

14-8-20

ixxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxvKxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxv*

Precious Heirlooms
Can be Used-Now

New Bodies by Fisher . . . new, richer, roomier inte
riors . .. new Powerglide* ... new Power Steering (op
tional at extra cost) ... more weight-more stabihty ...
largest brakes in the low-price field . . . Safety Plate
Glass all around in sedans and coupes . . . E-Z-Eye
Plate Glass (optional at extra cost). tContinvation ot

Chevrolet also ofTers an advanced 108-h.p. "Thrift-King" engine in gear
shift models, brings you blazing new performance and even greater economy.

new la the attic.

oCnmbmannn ot Powerglide automatic irantmi.oinn and 115-h.p. ‘Wne-Hame’' engine
optional on “Two-Ten" and Bel Air models at extra cost.

me for expert refurbishing at mlnl-

Uondoid nquipmonl ond trim iiludratod is dopondont on ovoifopihlf ot maiwialj

MORE PEOPLE BUY CHEVROLETS THAN ANY OTHER CAR!

Advanced High-Compression "Thrift-King” Valve-in-Head Engine

SEAVIEW GARAGE, Inc.
689 Main Street, Rockland, Maine

«
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SCHIRMER, ATHERTON & CO.
Members Boston ond Xev York Stork Exchanges

634 Congress Street, Portland
POrtbnd 2-2845

RESEARCH and STATISTICAL

antique

Just aenrl It te

SERVICE AVAILABLE

LAURENCE C. PERRY

H. JOHN NEWMAN

Local Repreientatite

48 MASONIC STREET
ROCKLAND, MAINE
TELEPHONE 1106-M
24-aw
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TALK OF THE TOWN

Friday morning Judge Zeima
M. Dwinal presided over the Mu
nicipal Court session.
Charged with driving while under
the Influence ol intoxicating liquor.
12
psrg street. Rockland,
was Myron Benner of Waldoboro
He pleaded not guilty but was conV,(.W£, and flned $lo0 anrf fosts of
gta{e
chapman

Page Three

Port O’ Rockland Corps To Stage Show

THE SCHOOLBOY SPORTS WHIRL

Miss Barbara Young, R. N.. has
Tourney Spots Out Of Picture For Knoxreturned to her duties at Knox■'
Lincoln Teams; Thomaston Set For '54
(Social and community events Hospital after a 10 day absence on
are solicited for this calendar All account of Illness.
are free and space here rannot be
;
purchased.
Strictly commercial
There wil be a Chapin Class sup- ;
By Bob Mayo
Why Not N-L Pro League*
affairs, sales, suppers, dances, can
Saturday Shorts-The class m) The WaMo Coun,>
not be accepted The decision of per at Immanuel .Unlversalist,
the editor Is final.]
Church next Tuesday. Members are
1 league is said to have had a sue! was the complainant. Appeal was
and S schools will be chosen over ji cessful season in
..........
asked to come at 3 o'clock for sew- noted and ball of $200 furnished.
Feb 14—St Valentine's Day.
its «first year of
Feb 17—Rebekabe meet at 7 30. fng of the February quota for Miss
the weekend of the 21st and 22d : operation, which leads one to
• a • a
Odd Fellow. Hall
Steele of the District Nursing As
The Eastern section Is loaded with wonder why a Knox-iLlncoln drRockland police charged Walter
Feb 18—Special meeting Canton
good class M teams and the com- ' cult couldn’t be formed. There
Lafayette No 18 730. Odd Fel sociation.
W. Spaulding of the Old Countylow's Hall
Road with leaving the scene of an
1
mittee will have to sharpen their certainly is enough oasketball
Feb 18—Nursing Career Day at
One year ago—Polio Fund Drive
I talent in the area.
accident, on Broadway, Rockland,
Knox Hospital.
pencils plenty to choose the top
total was $3,545.—Raymond Hills
Morse May Be In
Feb. 19 Them Bho Girls5' Club
on Feb. 13. Judge Dwinal found
eight.
meet at Odd Fellows Hall. 7 p. m. of Union was charged with hit and the accused guilty and sentenced
Rockland’s ancient rival, Morse
run
killing
of
Lorenzo
Brooker
in
Feb. 18 — Emblem Club Social
Gardiner and Fort Fairfield will j seems to have clinched at least
him to pay a fine of $15 and costs
meeting, Elks Home. 8 p. m.
Warren.—Cement Co., was prepar
probaoly slip into the seventh and the eighth spot in the Western
Feb. 20—Educational Club meets at ing to Install new 365 foot kiln.— of $2.70
eighth spots in the East easily, • class L group. It Is unlikely that
the Farnsworth Museum at 3
On a charge of speeding the same
Rev. John A Baxter became pastor
p. m.
now that the Winslow application the Shipbuilders will play Rockaccused was fined an additional
Fet 20— Methebesec Club will af Union Methodist Church — S10"
for L has been turned down. The I iand again. They wish to confine
meet at Farnsworth Museum at Rockland was preparing for Dollar
others
will probably be Ellsworth. their schedule to larger schoo.i as
The
charges
preferred
against
230 p. m.
Days.—Finnish Exhibit drew 600 at
Stearns, Presque Isle, Bangor, much as possible, and Rockland's
Feb. 23 At Camder.. the mid-win
Spaulding were the result of an
ter quarterly meeting of the Lin Community Building. — Superior accident in which police allege he
Houlton, and Waterville, though 6hift to the East will probably
Court granted but eight divorces—
coln Baptist Association
not necessarily In that order,
bring on different opponeuts as
Feb 27—Rubinstein Club Guest Death claimed Mrs. Minnie Rogers struck the parked car of Geoffreythe years go by. One of them wlh
Hemphill. inflicting considerable
Evening at Universallst Church and Hez.ekiah Fales of Rockland
Bulwer Play-offs
March 3—Community Concert at
damage to both cars
probably be John Bapst next year
The date of the play-offs for the j
Camden Opera House. Carol
•• • •
Two personable young men apEastern Division Bulwer League i
Olenn. violinist, guest artist
Edwin
Wall.
Rockland,
pleaded
The Maine Principals Associa
March 4—Canton laifayette No 18 peared at The Courier-Gazette offlag had not been decided at thia
tion has turned thumbs down on
to entertain Battalion at Odd ! fKe Thursday and what a checking guilty to a police complaint of
writing, but the thought seems to
the legislative bill to establish a
March 6- -Methebesec Club meets >he Plant recelved The>' gave the vagrancy and accepted a 30-day
a
be that they will be held in Cam
Jail
sentence
with
evident
satistzar to assign officials to all
once
over
to
every
nook
and
corner
den
week
after
next.
at Farnsworth Museum Auditori
games. This is hardly surprising
um at 230 p. m
where waste could accumulate, in factlon.
Union and Rockport will tie for
I since they are against anything
March 10—Bowdoin Meddlebemp- spected every switch and machine,
the boy’s flag, while the same t-wo,
stera. Rockland High School Au
Universalists and any interested
that isn’t dependent on then
went over both basements, the ele
plus Appleton must settle the!
ditorium, 8 p. m.
persons
will
have
the
opportunity
I
judgment.
March 12—Showing of "Mr. Texas” vator. even the escape hatch in the
issue in the girl's division. From
No Tourney Spots For K-L
»• ”irst Baptist Church.
stock room, the engine room 'n' to hear the Rev. Dr. Robert Cum
this angle it looks like the two1
mins,
general
superintendent
of
the
March 13—Rubinstein Club Guest everything and departed with the
The chances of any Knox ot
Rockport
teams
should
breeze
in.
I
Evening, Fain-worth Museum.
Unlversalist Church of America at
Lincoln County team making a
March 18—Style Show at the be- pleasant valedictory—"There's not the 11 a. m. service of Worship at
Thomaston Set For '54
tourney- spot is considered very
glon Home. Benefit Hyde Home a cleaner, more firesafe printing
the Church of Immanuel Rockland,
j
As of now It looks like Thomas- poor. Boothbay Harbor, which has
for Crippled Children.
plant In Maine." They were a part
March 20—Methebesec Club meets of the State Insurance safety cru this Sunday, Feb. 15. His topic is
ton is In the best shape of any< the Pest record, was trounced by
at Farnsworth Museum Auditori
"Universalism—1953!" He will also
Knox-Lincoln league team for next Richmond twice and Richmond is
sade
and
the
community
will
be
um at 230 p m
address the Men's Class at 10 a. m.,
They lose none from this far from being a power in the
March 27—Tyler Schoo! P.TS much better off for their inspec and be interviewed by Rev. George
squad which would have West
Also, the Bulwer deal
Fair.
tions.
__________________________
Wood, via radio interview at 7.15
April 3—Methebesec Club meets at
Photo by Cullen ftnished a couple of notches higher i won't be over when the choices
Farnsworth Museum Auditorium
The Junior baton twirling team of the Port O’ Rockland Corps. The girls range from 11 to 13 years of Put for an unfortunate streak of are made, and none of the teams
Thanks to Edmund Barnard of p. m.
at 230 p. m.
age and have been practicing faithfully all winter. In the Iront row of the pyramid are; left to right, I)on- illness. As it was, they were the had a very impressive record anythe
High
School,
the
Sea
Explorers
April 9-10—Grade school oporetta.
na Poulin, Nancy Griffith. Judy Davis, Verna Studley, Flavilla Billings. Second row. Movita Danielson, Mary
Thomaston team in six years ' how
SOUTH WALDOBORO
enjoyed an excellent movie Wed
Rockland High auditorium
i„dv Hariinan.
llnriman
Raton Sergeant
Serceant Helen
llclcn Doherty,
Dnliertv. and
and Sandra
Sandra Minott.
Minolt
In
hack are;
are: Sandra
Sandra Sylvester,
Sylvester.
* .
.
Carr, Judv
Baton
In
back
April 30—Community Concert at nesday night. Another lesson in pi
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Morton, Regina Hyland, Janice Phillips, Joan Grispi, Judy McKenney and Barbara Brazier.
Community Building. De Paur loting was scheduled for the meet
which has two circular recesses on (lash rather than extending through
Mrs. Agnes Wincapaw of Friend
Infantry Chorus
The youngsters of the Port O’ munity Building the evening of Mary Steele in a duet. Paul
either
side. The instrument cluster the floorboard.
June 12. 13, 14—Business & Pro ing but the instructor was unable ship and Mrs. Maude Tibbetts of
Feb. 20.
Several well known Doherty in accordion selections and
fessional Women's Club. State to attend as he was recovering Bristol were guests of Mr. and Rockland Drum and Bugle Corps
Malcolm
Libby
with
his
guitar
I
is
located
in the left-hand recess in
western
singers
and
cowboy
per

Convention at Samoset Hotel.
from an attack of the flu. A group Mrs. -Ernest Burns Friday.
are out to raise funds to complete
People who take no chances gen
formers from this section have do Barbara Brazier will present her front of the driver, giving ready
June 19-20-21 — American ley'on of Sea Explorers motored to Au
Mrs. Kathleen Delano lias re the purchase of instruments so nated their talents for the show. well known acrobatic dances.
erally have to take what's left
Convention In Rockland.
visibility for the gauges, speedom
July 31-Aug. 1-2—Maine Seafoods gusta Saturday where they worked turned from the hospital.
over by those who do.
that they can make their first ap
Several other performers are j
Appearing In the Jamboree will
on swimming tests under the direc
Festival, Rockland.
eter and Hydra-Matic Drive indlMrs. Richard Norton who has
being
contacted to help the:
be:
Little
Joe
from
Waldoboro
and
pearance
on
Memorial
Day
tion of Ralph Billings. Those mak been guest of her sister, Mrs.
The two outstanding results of
The 78 boys and girls, under the I his troupe; the Teen-Age Dixieland youngsters and will doubtless be on ! cator- The latter has been transCaptain Fred Partridge. 90. of ing the trip were Russell Billings,
Dorothy Winchenbach, has re- direction of Bud Clark, will stage ' group and several vocalists Pro- the evening's bill which is now ferred from the steering column man's desire to avoid labor are
Pemaquid Beach.
formerly of Danny Adelbert, Richard Elliott
i turned to her home in Newton a Western Jamboree at the 6bm- ' minent will be Jim Whitney and planned for a two hour show.
machinery and jails
and is electrically actuated.
Rockland, died last week at the and Billy Butman. Plans are shap- j
The
right
hand
recess
of
the
in

home of his daughter in Milton. ing up for another party to be held j Mrs gue Wotton was in Rockstrument panel houses the radio
Mass.
‘ command. Above all, she should
at the meeting room Feb. 19. ! land Friday on business
The Olds For '53
Attacks On Women *
speaker and electric clock when
Square dancing and other enter
ihose accessories are ordered. The
The Thomaston PTA will hold a tainment are being planned
Extension Group
,That is the way to bring help—the
\
Record Hop at Watt’s Hall. Feb
The South Waldoboro Extension Scream For Help IS Best one thing an assailant really fears SenS3tiOnSl NeW- Car HaS
department is .nested in the
ruary 27.
Weapon. Says New York
— —~
Many Attractive New
t^t.panel and u
Happy New Year! Nb. The Cou Group met at the ledge School
'
r,,-.,
MODTU ocADCitsniu-r
CArtn.A,
Hanked on each side by a conveniHouse Friday, Feb 6 On account
Chief
NORTH SEARSMON ,
Features
ent a3h receiver, which is renduy
Canton Lafayette 18, Patriarchs rier-Gazette is not six weeks be
of so much illness there were only
------Mr. and Mrs Waher
#nd,
-------Militant, will hold a special meet hind the times but yesterday was
women cqn help protect them- famUy including
infant
son
Completely new in frontal ap- accessible to any passenger. When
Chinese New Year and we wish 13 members present. The meeting
ing Wednesday. Feb. 18. at 7.30.
the door of the glove compartment
to express to our readers of Chinese was opened by the chairman Amy reives in some measure against at- Michael, were weekend guests ofpearaixce and offering other s.ylis down, it can serve as a handy
ing changes inside and out as well
A baked ham supper will be descent our best wishes for a suc Bliven and turned over to Con- . tacks by hoodlums, thieves and de- Mr and Mrs Frederic Lucas.
tray. A safety-padded top for the
stance Ramsdell,
H.D.A.. who generates
they remain alert, ac-Mr. and Mrs. Milton Blake were
as many mechanical advances, the
served at the monthly Cirelc Sup cessful year 4641.
instrument
panel, made of flexible
showed slides on buying good cuts I cord
Th;resa
di. visiting in Unity Sunday with their 1953 Oldsmobile models were Introper in the Congregational Church
non-reflecting plastic over foam
1 rrnvn
♦talk
rails z\n
nff , recU)r of thf Women-S
of
beef
and
gave
on
"Keeping
of
Charles
McMahon
is
at
Pratt
on Feb. 18 at 615 Mrs. Rhama
daughter and son-in-law- Mr duced Jan. 9. by Oldsmobile dealers
\
Fit with Proteins" which was New York City Police Department. and Mrs. Howard Drake Mrs throughout the country. Among the rubber, can be ordered as optional S
Philbrick and Mrs. John G. Snow- Diagnostic Clinic In Boston.
extra
equipment
on
the
"98"
sej
g
very interesting. Dinner was served
are co-chairmen, assisted by Mrs.
Miss Scagnelli, who heads a force Drake and infant son have recent- Important improvements in the rles.
,5
BORN
at noon, cafeteria style.
Verna
Joseph Emery. Mrs. Clarence Bar
of 214 policewomen, feels that the !y returned trom a Waterville h<x- new models are further increases
Frigidaire car conditioning, which ' 5
Lofman
—
At
Knox
Hospital,
Feb.
|
a!l
o
Nellie
Wallace
were
nard. Mrs. Archie Bowley, T L.
Un efficiency of the "Rocket" enreduce wr ,ntwU>r tempera. g
13, to Mr. and Mrs; Eino Itofman on dinner committee, assisted by same advice effective in New York pital.
Maker, Mrs. Frank French, Mrs. of Rockland, a daughter
George Goveanddaughter were
gine, resulting in increased fuel turf5
comfortable levels despite S
City is of value to women every
Amy
Oliver,
Winnie
Vannah,
and
Esther Howard. Mrs. Harold Karl.
recent callers at the home of Elden economy and performance; com- ioo-degree heat outside, is offered $
where.
tarting disturbs the man
DIED
Marguerite Hilton. Next meeting
Mrs Bernice Havener. Mrs Everett
“The first mistake the average Maddocks
pression ratio raised to 8 to 1, as optional equipment. Plastic ducts 5
Mann
—
At
Portland.
Feb.
13.
Le

will
be
held
on
March
13.
Humphrey, Mrs. Albert MacPhail,
Elden Maddocks accompanied which also boosts the horsepower: below the headlining distribute the fi j steeps m F1IPW PAJAMAS 5
woman makes." says Miss Scag
Mrs. Ambrose Melvin, Mrs. Henry land Mann of Cumberland Center,
s
to the a more efficient 12-volt ignition cooi
evenJy through a honey. S
nelli "is to display fear if she be Thomas BagleyMonday
formerly of Camden and Spruce
Rich men's sons usually are will
Simmons, Mrs. Louis Cates, Mrs. Head, age 81 years, 5 months, 20
system; Frigidaire car conditioning COmb of holes and four vents to all ?
Why Not Give
lieves she is being followed. She cattle auction at Gardiner
Muray Whalen, Mrs. Fred Cates. days. Funeral Sunday afternoon ing to begin at the bottom—that's
glances around frightenedly. or
that cools the car interior in the parts of the car interior. The com- 1 3
People used to hoard their dol
Mrs. Edwin Edwards, Mrs. Chaun at 2 o'clock at the Spruce Head where the firm's checks are signed.
PIEETWAY
warmest weather, and "Pedal-Ease" pressor u 4^^ off (he crankshalt {
gives other signs clearly revealing
lars, but nowadays they are hoard power brakes to provide faster, and the evaporator unit Is installed ?
cey Keene, Mrs L. E. Jones. Mrs. Community Chapel. Interment in
Forest Hill Oemetery. South Thom
CARD OF THANKS
that she is alone. This is just the ing neither their dollars, nor
Vance Norton, Mrs. Ralph Smith, aston.
PAJAMAS
safer stops
on the rear deck shelf. The cool air $
We w ish to thank all our friend6 information a thief or rapist is afMrs. Louis Cook, Mrs. Grace TolKiskila—At Thomaston. Feb. 13, In Union and Warren, who helped ,er ghe should at an tlmes try to their opinions.
The Frigidaire conditioning and i* blown into the distribution ducts S
man. Mrs. Carl Moran, Miss Char Hilda W. Kiskila, wife of Eli Kis to make our 50th wedding anmverFOR VALENTINES
power brakes are optional equip- through clear pastic ducts while 5
Read The Courier-Gazette
lotte Buffum. Miss Mabel Spear. kila. age 80 years. Funeral Sun sarv such a wonderful day It is create exactly the opposite lmpresment available at extra cost. Two rhe return air ducts are in the rear g
day. 3 o. m. from the Davis Fu heart warming to know that old ; sion by appearing calm and sure
Miss Maerice Blacklngton. Mrs. neral Home. 22 Knox street, Thom
$2.95
popular items first introduced in package shelf. Fresh air Is drawn 5
friends remember, and newer ones 0( herself ”
Robert Lindquist,
Mrs. Jerome aston. Interment in Village ceme are interested. We thank you all.
MMtITIMCS
•
Eyen i{ a woman on]y suspects
1952, GM power steering and the from outside by two chrome scoops S
$3.95
Burows, Mrs. Harry Allard. Mrs. tery.
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest L. Moody,
.
,
Autronic-Eye automatic headlight just above the rear fenders.
Partridge—At
Milton.
Mass.
Union
,
20- It she might be in trouble, she should
Allan Murray and Sarah Philbrook.
Feb. 5, Captain Fred Partridge ol
' dimmer, also are offered again as
$4.95
------------------ enlist help immediately from a po“Pedal-ease” power brakes, of
Pemaquid Beach, formerly of
optional extras. Hydra-Matic 8uper fered as optional equipment at ex
CARD OF THANKS
liceman If one is not around, she
The oil paintings of a score of Rockland, age 90 years.
Stripes, Figures, Plains
th’ank'To aU ^n^and^ ^ould cal. on anyone nearby-a
Drive, the pioneer and most pro tra cost, reduce brake effort as
the best known steamboats on the
OUR OIL IS KNOWN
ven
of
automatic
transmissions,
also
coast- may be seen through the
tives for cards, gifts and flowers : pedestrian, a bus driver, a passing
much as 40 per cent through the
Cottons, Ravms, Nylons
ABOUT THE TOWN
is on the optional list. Directional vacuum-hydraulic booster unit. The
during my stay in Knox Hospital; i automobile or knock at the nearest
rest of February at Farnsworth
That Generations
also special thanks to Di Robert door Most women are afraid to
signals are standard equipment on \ vacuum power makes for faster,
AS FUEL THAT SLAPS/
Museum, free of charge. These
Allen, and Mrs Kelwick and the
all 1953 series.
safer braking. Brake reaction time
to Come may
amazingly beautiful paintings In
COLD
rest of the nur-es for their kind appear ridiculous by revealing their
Distinguishing the 1953 Oldsmo- also is cut by having the brake
clude such well known vessels as
suspicions, and men who prey on
ness.
Thelma Burgess.
Rtmcmber
WEATHER
North Haven.
20-It women have come to count on this.
biles is a new front bumper and ’ pedal located at approrimately the
Camden, City of Rockland. Gov.
QOWN
grille assembly. The bumper and same height and immediately adDingly, Bunker Hill, Howard,
Women must get over the feeling
grille have been gracefully rede- jacent to the accelerator pedal. The
Forest City and some Fall River
that they will look foolish In case
service of unsurpassed
signed, with two distinctive oval right foot can be pivoted instantly
liners Don't miss this opportunity.
of a false alarm. It is better to be i
beauty and dignity
! ornaments serving as supports for ! from one to the other. The power
19*23
wrong, but safe.
19-1tj
the upper bumper bar. The name brake pedal Is suspended from the
Some of the "don'ts” advised by
in a range of prices that
Oldsmobile is inscribed on this bar __________________________ ,
Miss
Scagnelli
are:
Don't
display
meets every patron’s
in metal letters. Parking lights un1
, ,
money In public. Don't encourage
needs or wishes.
5
RUSSELL
; der the headlights are in new round
conversation with or accept trans
STARTLING . . REVEALING . . EXCLUSIVE
j recesses.
«
portation from strangers. Don't
Keep the cold where it be
Funeral Home
Both
the
Classic
"98"
and
the
travel in lonely areas needlessly
longs . . . outside your home!
CARL M. STILPHEN
Super "88” are enhanced by a new
Don’t divulge your destination to
Do it with our quality, highLADY ASSISTANT
narrow sash, stone shield and deco
strangers.
heat Fuel Oil. Call 1371 for
24 HOUR AMBULANCE
rative chrome trim on the rear fenIf a woman is attacked, adds the
prompt delivery.
SERVICE
»knoiST
tlsmAiNSt mvai avc
i der and quarter panel. This accent
20-It
policewoman, she should defend ;
Tft i93
r»i zabS
Thomas'On
Rockland ’ bock ROM
uates the long, low lines that char- !
herself with all the means at her
PHONE 701
» CLAREMONT STREET
acterize the 1953 Oldsmobiles. Ttie
•:
rear end of the 1953 Super “88" has
ROCKLAND, ME.
by
e
1-t
OIL COMPANY higher fenders and a higher con- j
n choosing a family monu
0fc&REE-DAY,A<£A>crux4_
ment, )our choice is not
tour on the deck lid that emphasize l
only for your lifetime, but
114 PARK JY.. KOCK^ND
the horizontal lines of the car.
for generations to come. We can
help you find lasting satisfaction
Setting off the interior styling Is
through our wide selection of Rock
an entirely new instrument panel.
of Ages family monuments. Each is

Coming Events

A

FuELKlDf

a

THE STORY
of MY LIFE

DllVISfUNtRlllUflMLS

A

I

backed by a signed guarantee to
you, your heirs, or your descendants.

Chester Brooks
BURPEE

WARREN
CAMDEN

TEL. 98'
TEL. 2151

Knox-IJncoln-Waldo Cauntlca

3-S-tf

Funeral Home

Ambulance Service
TRLS. 29R-KMAM
«
ltt-112 LIMEBOCK ST.
ROCKLAND. ME.
l-tf

.t

or

J a«W k

M

MONUMENTS BY DORNAN
FOR ZO YEARS
During All These Years We Have
Furnished Monuments of
QUALITY AND VALUE
Good By Comparison

W7

CHRISTINE JORGENSEN
THE WOMAN WHO WAS ONCE A MAN

AUCTION SALE

In a tren. humor document unique in the »nn*i« of icvence

WED. FEB. 18, 1 P. M. UNTIL 11 P. M.

and literature, the woman who «ai once a mar na» written

In Event Of a Bad Storm Sale Will Be Held The
Following Saturday, Feb. 21.
AMERICAN LEGION HALL, UNION VILLAGE

PHONE THOMASTON 175

William E. Dornan & Son, Inc.
Main Office-Showroom, Thomaston
Aanufactoring Plant, East Union

EXCELLENT Fl'RNITl’RE, CHINA, LAMPS. MOTORS
Partial List Inc., Den Sots, Parlor Seta, Refrigerators. Stoves.
Washing Machines. Mattresses. Bedroom Sets, Near New Tires
and Tubes 6Mxl6. Plus Hundreds Of Articles Too Numerous
Too Mention.

PER ORDER: JACK And TONY
CATERER

18-8-tf

WARM HALL

HARVEY L. GURNEY, Auctioneer

S888ssssss88«888s8e8es8eeeaeseae«

the
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dramatic
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Illuitrated «Ht •idutive ohotoqracta.

t
itarta February IS ut the American Weekly
-fijtributeo with tha
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STRAND THEATRE, SUNDAY AND MONDAY
USE OUR CLASSIFIED ADS
INEXPENSIVE—EFFECTIVE
FOR SELLING, BUYING, RENTING SERVICES
HERE'S HOW LITTLE IT COSTS
Advertisement* in this column not to exceed three Unco Inserted
ence for SO cents, three times, one dollar. Additional lines 10
rents each for each line, half price each additional time used.
Fire small words to a line.
Special notice! All “blind ads" so called, L a advertisements
which require the answers to be sent ts The Courier-Gaaette
office for handling, cost 25 cents additional.

WARREN
ALENA L STARRETT
Correspondent
Telephone 49

TENANT’S HARBOR
UNION

Mrs. Perley Trask, who has been
MRS. FLORENCE CALDERWOOD spending the winter ln Boston,
has been called home, due to the
Correspondent
Telephone 10-24
serious illness of Mr. Trask, who is
in the BluehiU Hospital.
Dr Ralph Dennen. who lias
Mr. and Mrs. George Oracle, Jr.,
been a patient at Knox Hospital,
of Beilerica. Mass., and Miss
has returned to hls home.
MarUyn Grade of Hartford, Conn.,
Baptist Church
were weekend guests of Mr. and
Lincoln
Baptist
Association
Mrs. Allen Young.
Marcia Rebekah Circle met Youth Rally, Monday. Feb. 16, at
Thursday at the home of Sadie ' 730 wl,h the blowing program
Cunningham.
I Song service, leader, Millard B
The M.Y.F. of the Methodist oiIe; Pianist. Loa Lee Wiley;
Church will have family night ob- I saxophone solo, Miss Dorinda Lit-

OWL’S HEAD
The pubUc dance announced for
tonight by the School Improve
ment League has been postponed.
Edward Coffin will present an
Illustrated travel lecture Feb. 20 at
730 at tlie new school for the
benefit of the Heart Fund Drive.
Mrs. Bertha Borgerson who has
been a surgical patient at the Ban
gor hospital, returned home Fri
day. She was accompanied by her
daughter. Miss Beryl Borgerson,
R.N. who has been her nurse.
I MissMargaretBorgerson
ofNew
I YorkCity and her fiance^Philip C.
Barnes of Williamstown, Mass,
were weekend guests of heT par
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Allan B. Bor
gerson.

Date for the World Day of
1 Prayer observance has been set for
Peb. 20. at 2 p. m., at the Con
gregational Church, with both
churches co-operating in the pro
gram. All organizations of Warren
ALL CLASSIFIEDS—CASH
are invited to attend. The pro
No classified ads will be accepted without the cash and no bookgram, ln charge of Mrs. Edwin
beeping will be maintained for theee ads.
Boggs wiU be announced, the
ALL MUST BE PAH) FOR
Congregational Ladles Mission Cir
as received except from firms or Individuate maintaining regular
accounts with The Courier-Gaiette. Count the Words—Five to a
cle, the sponsor.
servance Feb. 15 at 7 p. m. j tle!,aIel Scripture Lesson, Miss
Dr. John Smith Lowe of Rock
are Idelia Singer; trio. Misses Ljdia
Parents and other adults
MacKinnon.
Barbara
Sawyer,
land will supply at the Congrega
cordially invited.
Diane Hupper; guitar and accortional Church Sunday morning.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Wyman
Grotten
LOST AND FOUND Mr. and Mrs. Parker Starrett ot
FOR SALE
of Unity visited Sunday at Allen dion tJuet- Mr- and Mrs Raymond
Extension Association
Youngs
Jaoobeon; offering, ushers, Donald
LADY Elgin Wrist Watch lost Woolwich were Sunday guests of
CHILD'S Salmon Coat for sale
The Extension Association met
size 14, Uke new. TEL. 1365-M1. between Van Baalens and 375 Mr. and Mrs. Fred Starrett.
Doris Payson,
tax collector, I SlrrePson Noble Dorrie; prayer, recently at the home of Mrs.
20* It Broadway. Finder please notify
, wishes to announce she will be out wilfred
tnimpet sol°' Esther Mayo with Mrs. Mildred
Glenwood
Siegars
HELEN KORPINEN, 375 Broad
1936 PLYMOUTH Coupe, $75, way or Tel. 816-J.
The Comanches and cavalry
of The of town
Feb._21,____________
22 and 23.____
and Keitb Monaghan; trio, Misses Edwards and Mrs. Mary Dyer as
Mrs. Fred Starrett received word
- clash in Columbia’ Pictures’ “Last
_______
_________
20*22
also large Chiffonier, $12; open
of the death at a Bath S°“,anAh“" ^ing tomorrow at the Strand Theatre in Rockland. The an
wishing
excise Ux I Lydia MacKinnon, Barbara SawYELLOW Gold Lady Elgin Wrist Wednesday
sisting on the dinner committee.
Bookcase $20; large China Closet
*
, .
.
ffreat Western film. In color by Technicolor, stars Broderick Crawford
. . t ®
er ' IDiane Hupper
may
contact
her
before
or after Vyer
$40; also Scotty Ptrps. cheap. Watch, with black cord, lost Mon nursing home of her brother, and Barbara Hale In the stellar cast.
Miss Winifred Ramsdell, H.DA.
Reward.
MRS. ELINOR Glenwood Siegars, 68. of South
ELSIE J. WALLACE. Tel War- day.
these dates.
conducted an interesting meeting
JONES.
Tel.
266-M3
19*21
ren 55._____________________ 20-22
Dresden.
Mr. Siegars had been
Seven Tree Grange Circle meets
SPRUCE HEAD
on “Keeping Fit With Proteins.”
KNOX
THEATRE,
SUNDAY-MONDAY-TUESDAY
NINE
Pure
White
Emden
ill for seven years, flve of it at
Wednesday Feb. 18 at Mrs. Laura
Rev. and Mrs Alfred Wilson
It was voted to set aside a sum
WANTED
Geese, ready to lay, and 200-egg
the Bath nursing home. He was
Kirkpatrick for a day meeting.
left Thursday for a month's vaca of money each year to improve
Incubator $90.
GEORGE RUS
WANTED: To purchase small a retired Bath Iron Works em
Rebekah Lodge meets Monday, tion in Florida.
SELL. JR., West Meadow Road.
facilities at the library building.
Tel. U15-R.
20*26 business; must produce comfortable ploye. He leaves two brothers,
Feb. 16. with Bessie Carroll and
Dciky Waldron is visiting his Members present were Mrs. Minnie
living
Give full descriptive de
SMALL Bottle Gas Heater. $10; tails. Write Box W. A., % The Leland Siegars of Richmond, and
Maxine Heath ln charge of refresh- COusin Freddie Stimpson in Mar- Cross. Mrs. Florence Burrows, Mrs.
2 Oil Bottles & Stand $3. DUBY. Courier-Gazette.
i ments.
19*21 Arthur Siegars of West Dresden;
tinsvllle.
Helen Montgomery, Mrs. Emily
Ingraham's Hill, opposite Ocean
Bethel Rebekahs will hold a food
Mrs. Eugenie Godfrey was dinner Faber, Mrs. Inez Montgomery,
HOUSEKEEPER wanted, ln two sisters, Mrs. Starrett of War
Ave.
20*22
sale Saturday Feb. 14, at Cunning guest of Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Mrs. Kav Philbrook, Mrs. Vena
ren, and Mrs. Mary Wall of Rock
RUG Frames for sale: nicely Portland. Two adults both work,
All land. Funeral services will be held
ham's store.
Godfrey at Ingraham HiU Wed Mathieson. Mrs. Edna Wotton, Mrs.
sanded, light weight and sturdy. three school-age children.
Fold for portability. Guaranteed; modern kitchen, electric dish today (Saturday), at 1.30 p. m., at
nesday.
Mary Epps. Mrs. Marilyn Pierce,
Tic
Score
washer, automatic laundry and
93 Elm St.. Camden. TEL. 2152.
the Roberts Funeral Home in
Mr. and Mrs F. C. Elwell were Mrs. Effie Dyer. Mrs. Louise In
The basketball game held Wed20-lt clothes drier. Live in, own room.
For further information write Richmond, and burial will be made
nesday night at the Thompson business visitors ln Rockland Fri- graham. Mrs. Margaret Knowlton,
REPOSSESSED Refrigerator for
% The Courier-Gazette.
at the West Dresden cemetery.
Mrs. Ellena Fredette. Mrs. Fran
gym played by a group of Lions daysale, 13 cu. ft. family size. Save
19-21
Col. and Mrs. Sev.ard Mains, ces Montgomery, Mrs Tillie HoopChurch News
$151.50.
Easy terms arranged.
and their wives proved to be suc
WASHING and Ironing done at
cessful for
for both
both financially
financially and
and' who
spending several er. and guest Mrs. Carrie McFar
BITIER'S CAR & HOME SUP
“The Work of Christ” will be
cessful
PLY, 470 Main St.. City.
19-21 home; also mending and darning. the sermon topic Sunday morning
entertaining. The costumes of both weeks In Washington, D. C., visit
land.
MRS MINNIE BUTLER, North
36-FOOT x 10 ft. 8 In. strip Boat Pond Road, Warren.
19-21 at the Baptist Church, and at 7
The next meeting will be held
teams were of special mention, also
heT *Lter, Miss Martha Hall
for sale; also 6-room House and
the cheerleaders, and at the close j Thursday, returned to their home Feb. 19 at the home of Mrs. Esther
ALTERATIONS and Repair Work p. m. “The First Sermon In the
120 traps. One price $5200. FRAN
done at the Mend-It Shop, 102 New Church.”
Mayo on “Better Buttonholes."
the scoreboard read 22-22.
The , *n South Thomaston Friday,
CIS NASH, Vinalhaven.
19*21 Union
St., Grove St. entrance. Tel.
Mrs. Mildred Waldron has been
proceeds of the game went for the
WHITE Kitchen Range with 1680. EVA AMES
19*24
the guest of her daughter, Mrs.
The greatest enemy of good gov
burners for sale. $65. Inquire 38
benefit of the Heart Drive.
Man wanted to work on poultry
Arnold Stimpson, in Martinsville ernment is Old Man Indifference.
PURCHASE ST
19*21 farm.
Apply In Person, to L. B.
Honored by Union Lions
VINALHAVEN
for several days.
ONE Atlantic combination gas and ROKES and SON, Cobb Road.
Lions Club regular meeting was
oil for sale; also pot burner stove Camden.
17tf
MRS. EDWIN MADDOX
Valentine Party
Tyrone Power, cast as a colorful river boat gambler in Universal Probate Notices
Good condition. Priced right for
Correspondent
International's Technicolor "The Mississippi Gambler.” matches gamb- held Monday Feb. 9 at Pioneer
HOUSiekeeper wants work tn
STATE OF MAINE
Mrs. Llewellyn Elwell gave a
quick sale; 60 CRESCENT ST.
Telephone
137
I ling wits with John McIntire in this scene from the new film directed by Orange Hall, and at their dinner
To aU persons Interested ln
|
birthday
and
Valentine
party
Tues

19*21 small family or for one alone. TEL.
Rudolph Mate and produced by Ted Richmond. Piper Laurie and Julia i Mrs. Jennie Payson of East Union
863-M2.
18-20
Adams share co-star billing with Power.
! ,vas an honored guest, as she was j day afternoon. Tho.re present were either of the estates hereinafter
TRACTORS for sale: New and
OII, burners, cleaned. THE FIXMrs.
JuUa
Thomas
accompanied
Mrs. Thornton Batty and children named:
used; large, small and medium; IT SHOP, 138 Camden St, Tel,
At a Probate court held at
I observing her 79th birthday. Mrs.. „
.
,
with or without equipment. Many 1091-W.
by her son and daughter-in-law,
gusta attending a meeting of the Payson the former po^i^ess in ’ Tbornto"' ,
Bllly, and Vlrginla' Rockland, in and for the County of
15tf
makes, prices and models Get
Maine Sohool Building Authority. lh ,
, . t
u
Uye whose birthdays faU thia month, Knox, on the twentieth day of
WANTED: To buy discarded or Mr and Mrs. Victor Ames went
yours now for spring W S. PILLS
WALDOBORO
Phillip Creamer was in Portland in her Grange and
wishes g0 I Mrs^Bverett^ElwA! ^^Wbter
md
BURY & SON. Waterville
19-20 broken Bicycles. Tricycles, RAYE'S Thursday to Boston for medical
CRAFT SHOP. Prescott St
19*24 treatment.
MRS. RENA CROWELL
Thursday.
to
from the entire community. Diane wi»o has a birthday this fifty-three, and by adjournment
BALED Hay for sale, Brome,
Correspondent
Harold Wiggin of Union, Supt. of
IRON, Steel, Metal. Rags and
Timothy, and Clover Mixtures,
Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Armstrong ___________________ month also. Mrs. Herbert Elwell from day to day from the twentieth
Telephone 250
priced according to grade. Call Batteries wanted. MORRIS GOR Schools was In town Monday and
and son Kenneth. Mrs. Seth Batty day’ of said January The following
of Westbrook have been guests of
Grange was discussed by the
EDWARD C. CUTTING, telephone DON <Sr SON, 6 Leland St, Tel. Tuesday.
and daughter Susan, Mrs. Gerald matters having been presented for
Mr. $r.d Mrs. Roland Walters.
98tf
Union 33-3; Warren 3-3 or Lin 123-W.
the action thereupon hereinafter
! members.
Small and son David of Ash Point. indicated lt is hereby ORDERED:
Mrs.
Walls
Honored
At
the
First
Baptist
Church
Senator
and
Mrs.
Wilmot
Dow
colnville 3-4528._____________ 18-20
DONT discard your old or
! The First and Second Degrees
Lunch
was
served
and
a
delight

The
Willing
Workers
Society
of
|
attended
the
Legislative
Bali
in
Sunday
morning
Chester
WylUe,
That notice thereof be given to
~EARLY 1939 Buick 4-door Sedan, antique furniture. CaU. H. JOHN
will be conferred on two candidates
all persons Interested, by causing a
ful time enjoyed by all.
' president of United Baptist Con- Feb. 25.
heater, white wall tirfs, for sale, NEWMAN for restoring and re the R.L.D.S, Church were guests Augusta Thursday night.
A supper will precede
oopy of this order to be published
in good condition. May be seen finishing; 48 Masonic St. Tel. of Mrs. Helen Webb at her home
Elroy Gross attended a soil'vention of
wU1 * the j the meeting.
Itf
at 44 Gav St. or TEL. 273-M. 18*20 1106-M
Some people stiU persist in buy three weeks successively ln The
Wednesday afternoon. The after conservation meeting in Orono suest speaker.
,____________
Courier-Gazette, a newspaper pub
ing stock as if their bankroll had lished at Rockland, in said County,
—MODERN 9-piece Dining Room BSSJSSSSSSSSSOSSJSSSJUtSSSBSMKSJK^ noon was pleasantly passed with
Wednesday.
Celebrates Birthday
Rugs wear better 11 they are nine lives.
Set for sate. ORACLE'S GAR
that they may appear at a Probate
WANTED
j sewing and knitting. The birthday Mrs. RusseU Oooney is visiting Esten Boardman was given a based on newspapers. Bundles 10
DENS, Mrs. Charles A. Swift, 9
Court to be held at said Rockland
of Mrs. Gladys Walls was observed. in Boston.
Booker St., Thomaston. Tel. 374
! birthday party at hls home Wed- I
““ up
1718
the seventeenth day of Febru
Notices of Appointment on
18-20
Mrs. Walls received a handsomely
ary, AD. 1953 at ten o’clock in the
Mr. and Mrs. Otto Kimmlck of uesday uight. Guests were Mr. and |
I,
WILLIS
R.
VINAL.
Register
of
Old
i
decorated,
heart
shaped
birthday
BUY Oakes. Buckeye and Vinca
forenoon, and be heard thereon If
Probate for the County of Knox, they see cause.
Tenafly, N. J, have been guests Mrs- Roland Walter, Mrs. Daisy j
Read The Courier-Gazette
Poultry Supplies at a Real Saving;
cake and a shower of cards.
in the State of Maine, hereby cer
1 gal. Ola.v Waterers 85c, Mason
of relatives in town.
Johnson, Mrs. Mabelle Porter,
HELEN L. CARR, late of Thom
Church Benches
E.O.T. Club Bridge
tify that in the following estates
Jar Glass Bases $1.25 doz. 4' Chick
STATE OF MAINE
deceased. Will and Codicil
Mr. and Mrs. Allen Archibald of Kenneth and Sterling Boardman
the persons were appointed Ad aston,
At her home on Carver street,
Feeders $1.70. and Brooder Guard,
County of Knox. SS.
Andover, Mass, are weekend guests and
mother, Mrs. Flora Boardministrators. Executors. Guardians, and Petition for Probate thereof
$3.59-250 roll These are only a
TO
THE
HONORABLE
JUSMrs.
Hazel
Roberts
entertained
the
I can use a substantial lot of '
and Conservators and on the dates :
n? that ,,the
|man'
A delicious lunch was i TiOE
OP the SUPERIOR
few of the low prices you can get
proved and allowed and that LetEOT Club Wednesday night for of Mr. and Mrs. Perry Greene.
named.
them and In order to secure
Mrs. Arinin Hauck will be hes- served- Several vocal selections | OOURT. next to be heldatRock- hereinafter
st MAINE BLUEBERRY GROW
___________
_
i
ters
Testamentary issue to Frank
desert bridge. The tables were
ERS. West Rockport. Maine. Tel.
MERVYN E. FLANDERS, late of ! d Elliot of Thomaston, he being
tess to the Rai-Shi Friday night weregiven by Kenneth Boardman land within and for the County
same right away. I will pay
gay
with
Valentine
tablecloth
and
Oamden 2595.
18-20
of Knox on the first Tuesday oi j Rockland , d£*:eased- January 2, j the executor named therein, wlthat her home on Friendship street. with Esten Boardman at the May A. D 1653.
from $20 to $25 each—depending
1953 Hazel Flanders ot Rockland out bond.
LOBSTER Trap Stock for sale,
Jasper
Stahl
has
been
in
Auplano
A
very
Pleasant
evening
Arnold H. Nelson of Rockland, in was appointed executrix, without
on size, style and general con
north of The Drive-In Theatre. E.
ESTATE HARRY T. SMALL,
TO
LET
bond.
■■
i
was
spent.
the
County
of
Knox
and
State
ol
A. WOTTON. Tel. 1388-M after
late of Rockland, deceased. Peti
dition.
Maine, being the husband ol
MifclDA
SIMMONS
of
Thomas

6 p. m.
17*22
tion
for Administration asking
decorations.
First
honors
at
bridge
FIVE-Room modern furnished
Gladys R Nelson, respectfully rep ton. January 2, 1953 Ruth Peyler
WOOD
House, with bath to let, automatic were won by Mrs. Vera Boman,
resents that he was lawfully mar Wallace of Thomaston was ap that Charles W Livingston of
Dry Slabs. Hardwood and Kind
oil furnace, oil and gas in kitchen. second by Mrs. Gladys Coombs.
W. J. FRENCH
ried to the said Gladys R. Nelson pointed Guardian and qualified by Rockland or some other suitable
person, be appointed administra
ling for sale. Delivered anywhere.
Adults only. References. Write
at Presque Isle, in the County of filing bond on January 7, 1963.
Dealer In Antiques
Extension Association
tor. without bond.
Prompt service. BUNKER SPEAR
H.WE. % Tlie Courier-Gazette.
Aroostook and State of Maine, on
HIGH
ST,
CAMDEN
TYLER SIMMONS of Thomas
19*21
Tels. 8004 or 12B6-K.
16-21
The regular meeting of the Vi
ESTATE WAYNE GRAY of
the
fourteenth
day
of
July,
1944;
ton. January 2, 1953 Ruth Feyler
18-23S
that they lived together as hus- Wallace of Thomaston was ap Rockland. Petition for license to
EARLY cut good quality baled
FURNISHED Apartment to let. nalhaven branch of the KnoxWessaweskeag Grange
sell certain real estate situated ln
i band and wife at Presque Isle and
Hav for sate. NEIL RUSSELL
Bedroom-living room combination, Lincoln County Extension Asso
The Community Service Club Rockland in said State from the pointed guardian and qualified by Rockland and described in said
Tel. 408
lltf
kitchen and bath. Newly deco ciation will be held Monday. Feb.
filing
bond
on
January
7,
1953.
petition, presented by Maude A.
EGGS & CHICKS rated. Electric stove and refrig
met and had dinner at the Wessa- j time of their said marriage until
COMPRESSOR for sate, garage
MARILLA M. PIPER, late Of Gray of Rockland, Guardian.
erator. South end location. CALL 18 ln Union Church vestry, with weskeag Grange hall Wednesday the seventeenth day of December,
model in excellent condition, 4
Thomaston, deceased. January 20.
CLEMENTS RED-ROOK BLACK
19a
your libellant
has alESTATE WILLIAM A. ANDER
20-22 a business meeting at 5 p. m, and whu,
cubic feet. Call BICKNELL Mfg. PULLETS have proven highly 1315-M.
Wnile th,™
there, some of ti,,
the i,ai„
ladies did i_ ways
___2:; that
___
j.it.j
K
t---------------a.
1953 Clifford G. Fernald of Thom SON, late of Thomarton, deceased.
conducted
himself
towards
Oo, 360
156-tf profitable for commercial egg pro
HOUSE to let at 15 Rockland supper at 6 p. m. There will be a fine work cleaning up the hall.
aston
was
appointed
executor
and
! his said wife as a faithful, true and
Petition for license to sell certain
ATTENTION FISHERMEN!
ducers. Healthy, quick growing, St. Inquire at 5 Rockland St. or Joint meeting, with the husbands
A corporation meeting was held affectionate husband; that the said qualified by filing bond on same real estate situated In Thomaston
30*22 of all members Invited. Gilbert Jae
date.
Trap Stock, largest supply ln heavy laying, reasonable ln price. TEL. 1002.
before the regular meeting Feb. 11. Gladys R. Nelson being unmindful
and Rockland and fully described
Maine INDEPENDENT LOBSTER Maine-U. 8. Approved, PuUorum
FOUR-Room furnished modem ger, County Agent and Miss Wini
FRANK A. WINSLOW, late of ln said petition, presented by Ellen
of her marriage vows and obliga
COMPANY. Rockland. Tel. 303.
Clean. Also Reds, Barred Rocks, Apartment to let on bus line. fred Ramsdell, Home Demonstra The new by-laws were read and tions has been guilty of cruel and Rockland, deceased. January 20, E. Emery of Thomaston, adminis
129 tf Leghom-Red Crosses for eggs— Middle-aged couple preferred. TEL.
the officers for the ensuing year ■ abusive treatment towards your 1953 John M. Richardson of Rock tratrix.
other breeds for meat. Write for 271-R.
10*21 tion Agent will be guest speakers. were aworn in by Gilford Butter, libellant; that the residence of said land was appointed executor and | ESTATE ARTHUR S. SMAL
prices — CLEMENTS CHICKS,
qualified by filing bond on January LEY, late of Rockland, deceased.
REAL ESTATE
FIVE-Room modern House, with The subject for this meeting "Bet The Grange session was called to Gladys R Nels<>n b unlul0’™
INC, Route 33. Winterport, Maine. bath to let. automatic oil furnace, ter Home Grounds.”
your libellant and cannot be ascer 21, 1963.
First and Final Account presented
order
by
the
Master
M.
Fteed
Raye.
(2) oil and gas in kitchen. Adults
tained by reasonable diligence; that
HOUSE at Walker’s Comer,
GRADE O. JOHNSTON, late of for allowance by Edwin R. Edwards
Bible Class Project
The roll call of officers found one there is no collusion between your Rockland, deceased. January 20. and
Thomaston, for sale or rent. Seven
BLACK sex-link Pullet Chicks only. References. Write H.WE.,
Anthony Smalley, executors.
A group of the members of the absent.
libellant and the said Gladys R. 1953 Alden P. Johnston of Warren
rooms and bath. Excellent condi for sate; bred for high egg produc % The Courier-Gazette.
19*21
ESTATE RUTH C BAR1DW,
Elizabeth Hutchinson Bible Class,
tion. Price right for quick sate. tion and resistance to leukosis. We
was appointed executor, without late of Thomaston, deceased. First
Sisters
Bertha
Sleeper
and
Ella
1
,"?
?!son
,
10
obtain
a
d1
,';
a
rce:
tdat
THREE-Room Apt. with bath to
1
1 there is one minor child, namely, bond.
R. E. BUCKLIN, Fayette, Me. Tel. also have the Silver-Cross. ROKES
met Tuesday afternoon at the home
and Final Account presented for
Readlleld, 148.
20*22 POULTRY FARM, Cobb Road, let, at once. MILDRED STET of Mrs. Muriel Lane, for work on Watts, Brothers Ralph Tyler and Donald L. Nelson, age 7 years.
W. GEORGE PAYSON, late of allowance by Wendell E. Barlow,
SON.
21
Knox
St,
Thomaston.
WHEREFORE he prays that a Union,
Leslie
Makinen
were
reported
ill.
Camden.
Me.
Tel
2261.
13tf
deceased.
January
20,
1950
FOR SALE
administrator,
18*20 the present sewing project of the
Brother Douglas Makinen, who divorce may be decreed between Grevis F. Payson of Union was ap
Attractive 6-room House on out
SEX-Link Chickens from PulESTATE CARL W- MOFFITT,
LARGE Furnished Room, well class A pleasant and profitable af U
pointed
administrator, without late
.h,
skirts of town Country location terum Clean U. 8. Approved stock
of Rockland, deceased. Tenth
heated to let. CaU at 100 UNION ternoon was passed by those pre
bond.
with nice view of water $3500.
for sate. The same fine chicks ST.
a demit.
Account presented for allowance
and that he be awarded the cus20*22 sent.
For rent: 4 rooms and bath, you have had for over ten years.
J.
HOMER
NELSON,
late
of
by National Bank of Commerce of
The Lecturer's program consisted tody of said minor child.
POUR-Room downstairs Apt.
mostly furnished. All on one floor. Straight run 15*4c; pullets 31c.
January 20, Portland, Trustee.
Dated at Rockland, Maine this Warren, deceased.
Night Hawks Meet
of readings on Abraham Lincoln,
Have the house all to yourself. DUTCH NECK HATCHERY. Mel for rent, complete bath, living1953
Frances
S.
Nelson
of
Warren
ESTATE JACK HAVTSTO, some
The Night Hawks were enter poems and Jokes. Sister Annie seventh day of February, AD. 1953. was appointed executrix and quali
About two miles out of town.
ville Davis. TeL 122-23 Waldoboro room heater with oil burner in
ARNOLD H NELSON
times known as JACK HAAVISTO
See F. H. WOOD, Court House
lOtf stalled kitchen combination range tained Wednesday evening by Mrs. Dennison gave an Interesting re
fied
by
filing
bond
on
same
date.
STATE OF MAINE
or JACK HARVESTO, late of War
20-21
HENRY C. WYLUE, late of ren. deceased. First and Final Ac
SEX-Link Chicks for sate. Maine with oil and elec, water on meter, Andrew Gilchrist at her home on port on her visit to Knox Pomona County of Knox, S3.
Warren,
deceased.
January
20,
THREE-R<’om House and lot of U S. Approved PuUorum clean, $750 per week. Adults only. Ref Lane’s Island A White Elephant at East Union.
count presented for allowance by
February 7, 1953
1953 Anita E. Mes6er of Warren Christy c. Adams, administrator.
land on Thomaston street for Bale high egg producing stock, very low erences required. CALL 1288-W Sale was held and colored slides
Subscribed and sworn to.
The running of dances by the
was
appointed
executrix
and
quali$450. For Information write JTH. mortality. BYRON MILLS, Wal during day and 291-W after 8 p. m.
before me.
ESTATE JACK HAVTSTO. some15tf were shown by Mrs. Gilchrist. The
fled by filing bond on same date.
6tf
P. O. Box 63. City or CaU 379-R doboro. Tel. 51-3.
CHRISTOPHER S ROBERTS
tilbes known as JACK HAAVISTO
19*21
THREE-Room Furnished Apt. to remainder of the evening was Ruptured Men
M.AURICE YOUNG, late of or JACK HARVESTO. late of War
Notary Public
Rockiand. deceased. January 20. ren. deceased. Petition for dis
(Notarial Seal)
MISCELLANEOUS rent. TEIL 182-R; 15 Grove St. passed with sewing and knitting.
1953 Adah E. Roberts of Rockland tribution presented by Christy O.
IStt Lunch was served from an attract
STATE OF MAINE
Get
$3.50
Truss
FURNISHED COTTAGES
was appointed executrix, without Adams, administrator.
MRS E. B. SLEEPER. recently
(LS.)
FURNISHED
Apts
to
let. ively decorated table, having a
with Walker's Tailor Shop, wiU be j JOHNSON. Ill Pleasant St.
KNOX. SS.
Superior Court, bond
MAINE ESTATE
..... ,
. ESTATE ALBERT L. LAWRY,
white elephant centerpiece and
at home. 239 Cedar St. and is pre
February Term, A. D. 1963
SAFETY HARBOR. FLORIDA
14fltf
GEORGE A. TURNER, Jate of I late of Friendship, deceased Peti
No
Charge
For
It
place cards.
pared to make dresses, suits, coats,
Isle
au
Haut.
deceased.
January
Close t* SL Petenbnrg, Clear
Upon
the
foregoing
LIBEL.
Or

tion for determination of value
FOUR-Room Apt with bath to
and all kinds of furwork. Altera
Now Or Ever
water and Tampa.
dered, That the Libellant give no 20. 1953 Charles H. Turner of Isle presented by Stella M. Lawry of
“Nit Wits" Entertained
tions on same. Reasonable prices let. Hot water; 34 Fulton St.
au
Haut
was
appointed
administra

Write for Information dreniar
tice
to
said
Gladys
R.
Nelson
to
Friendship,
widow.
•
lltf
Mrs. Donald Kalloch was hostess
TEL. 36
132-S-tf TEL. 1379-R.
139-tf
appear before our Superior Oourt tor and qualified by filing bond on
Kansas
City.
Mo.
—
A
doctor's
In

ESTATE
EMMA
SNOW,
late
of
to
the
"Nit
Wits
”
Tuesday
evening
UNETJRN. 4-room heated Apt.
to be holden at Rockland, within January 21, 1953.
HAVE VOU PROBLEMS?
North Haven, deceased. Petition
vention foe reducible rupture Is and for the Oounty of Knox on thc
INEZ D. MacDONALD. late of for Administration asking that
Send flve questions. $1.00 stamped to let. thermostatic oontrol, elec, at her home on East Mhin street
envelope. REV. RUTH MATHIAS, kitchen range, elec, refrig, hot and Lunch was served from an attract proving so successful, an offer Is first Tuesday of May, A. D. 1953. by Union, deceased. January 20. 1963 Clarence J. Stone of North Haven,
water, flush, $8 per week;
now hring made to give everyone publishing an attested copy of said Harold W Flanders of Waldoboro or some other suitable person, be
advisor. 827 Broadway, Everett, oold
4 Rankin St, over Carr’s Store ively decorated table and a plea
who will test it a $3.50 truss at no Libel, and this order thereon, three was appointed administrator and appointed administrator, without
Maas. F*u.il page reading enclosed TED. 25 after 6 p. m. or before sant social evening enjoyed.
weeks successively in The Cou
Prompt renlv
153-S-tf 8.30 p. m.
cost. This invention has no leg rier-Gazette. a newspaper print qualified by filing bond on same bond.
itf
Church News
date.
ESTATE ISAAC L. HAMMOND,
FOR EXPECTANT
FIVE-Room downstairs Apt. to
At Union Church Sunday. Feb. straps, no elastic belts, or leather ed in Rockland. In our Oounty of
CLINTON E. McLAIN. late of late of Rockland, deceased. First
MOTHERS ONLY
Knox,
the
last
publication
to
be
bands.
It
holds
rupture
up
and
in.
tet. TEL. 213-M.
Itf 15, the Church School will meet at
Thomaston, deceased. January 20, and Final account presented for
And Pay as Little as
If you guess exact day of arrival
thirty days at least prior to said
FURNISHED and Unfurn. Apts, 10 a. m. Morning Worship at 11 a. Js comfortable and easy to wear. first Tuesday of May next, that she 1953 Ruth B MdLain of Thomas allowance by Myrtle M. Hammond,
you will receive free a baby auto
ton was appointed executrix, with executrix.
After
using
It
many
report
entire
to
tet.
Central
and
No.
E5id
loca

seat. Regbter now at MEREDITH
may there and then in our said
tions. Inquire 11 JAMES ST. 119tf m, when the pastor Rev. W. 8. satisfaction. Any reader of this pa court appear and show cause. If out bond.
FURNITURE OO, Rockland.
JAMES HALDEN ROBERTS,
Stackhouse will have as the sub
LORENZO BROOKER, late of late cf Vinalhaven. deoeased. Janu
SANDING Machine and Pollaher
•tf
per may test the doctor's invention any she have, why the prayer of
ject of his sermon, "The Church
Warren, deceased. October 31. 1952 ary 20, 1933 Allston P Roberts of
said
Libellant
should
not
be
to
tet.
Also
a
Wall
Paper
8teameT
for 30 days and receive the separate
SINGER Sewing Mfg Co. Sates
Dennis H. Brooker of Wolcott, Vinalhaven was appointed execu
Service and Repair. Write or CaU Inquire at SEA COAST PAINT and The Home.” The meeting of $3.50 truss st no cost. If you are not granted.
Connecticut was appointed admin tor. and qualified by filing bond
CO,
440
Main
St
Itf
FRANCIS W SULUVAN.
the Youth Fellowship, Mrs. Vera
258 Water St, Augusta, Tel. 3770 or
entirely satisfied with the inven
Justice of the Superior Oourt. istrator and qualified by flUt^ on January 23. 1963.
ONE and 2-room Furnished Apts Johnson, leader will be held at 5.45 tion—return it. but be sure to keep
Rockland Rep, John C. Benson.
A
true
copy of the Libel and Or bond on January 20. 1963. Alfred
Witness. HARRY E. WILBUR,
376 Broadway, Rockland, TEL to let on WUlow St. TEL. 939 or p. tn. At seven o'clock there will the $3.50 truss for your tronble. If
M Strout of Thomaston was ap
der
of
the
Oourt thereon.
Juqge of ftohate Court for Knox
lOltf
836-W
144-tf 1219.
pointed
Agent
in
Maine.
you
are
ruptured
just
write
the
be a candlelight Lincoln Memorial
Attest:
County. Rockland, Maine
HEATED and unheated furnished service by the pastor with special Physician's Appliance Cs..
8427 CL S )
SDOOND-Hand Furniture bought
Attest;
Attest:
Koch Bldg.. 2906 Main SL Kansas
and sold.
TeL 1374-W.
O. W. Apts, to let V. F. STUDLEY, 77
PEARL E. BORGERBON.
WILLIS R. VINAL Register.
WILLIS R. VTNAL, Register
City, Mo, for their trial slier.
Itf music by the Church Choir.
sjswall
urm Park St Tela. 8080 or UM.
20-S-36
Clerk.
14-6-20

BUY THE TIRES
YOU NEED NOW

Twwby-Thursdiy-Siturtbt
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FARM AND GRANGE NEWS OF INTEREST IN KNOX AND LINCOLN COUNTIES

NUTTER'S COLANTHA SETS RECORD

THE GRANGE CORNER

HOME DEMONSTRATION AGENT NOTES

NEWS OF THE GRANGES IN KNOX AND LINCOLN COUNTIES

All-Time State High For Butterfat And

Foods For All The Family And Their Val

Milk Set By Commissioner's Holstein
Oolantha. a five-year-old Hol
stein cow owned by State Agricul
ture Commissioner Fred J. Nutter,
this week set an "all-time’’ Maine
4(oilking record.
Announcement of Colantha’s
record-breaking performance was
made by the Hosltein Asoclation
of America Headquarters in Brat
tleboro. Vt., where test records are
maintained on more than 60.000
Hob terns throughout the United
State*.
The new Maine champ set up the
astounding 365-day record ot
26.090 pounds of milk with the

Farm Meetings
Dick Blanchard In County
Next Week For Series Of
*
Day, Night Meetings
Farm organization meetings win
be held in the county by Dick
Blanchard, former Oxford County
agent, now a dairy-poultryman in
Cumberland County. Also, he Is
president of
the
Cumberland
County Extension Association.
Presentation of these meetings
will be through a series of colored
slides.
Subject matter will cover the
1953 agricultural outlook, develop
ing a farm business to provide a
good family living, labor saving
methods and equipment.
Meetings are scheduled as fol(vws:
Simonton and West Rockport,
Simonton Corner Community Hall,
130 p. m., Tuesday, Feb. 17.
Warren, White Oak Orange hall,
1.30 p. m, Thursday, Feb. 19;
Dresden. Frank Houdlett's Home,
130 p. m., Friday, Feb. 20.
Also, evening meetings as fol
lows, all at 7.45:
Appleton, Grange Hall, Monday,
Feb. 16; Hope, Orange Hall, Tues
day. Feb. 17.
Jefferson, North Nobleboro Com
munity Hall. Wednesday, Feb. 18;
Nobleboro and Damariscotta, at
Nobleboro Orange Hall, Thursday,
.Feb. 19; Aina. Sheeuscot Valley
TLirange Hall, Friday, Feb. 20.
These meetings are open to
everyone. We hope you will bring
your wives and other farm fami
lies to these meetings. We expect
these meetings to be an important
contribution to your future success
• in farming.
Sincerely,
Gilbert B. Jaeger.
County Agent.

•k IV.r V .

equally amazing record of 1014-0
pounds of butterfat, according to
the Association.
Robert Norton, association rep
resentative said “this is the larg
est record under official supervi
sion ever made in Maihe by a
dairy cow of any breed on twice
a day milking."
In short, she produced nearly
two and one-half times more milk
during the year's test than the na
tional average of hl.703 pounds of
milk and more than four times
the state average of 6000 pounds
of milk.
Her butterfat record was also
nearly two ar.d a half times better
than the national average of 416
pounds of butterfat and four times
greater than the state average of
250 pounds of butterfat.
In layman terms. Colantha’s pro
duction during the year's tert rep
resented 13.045 quarts or an average
of more than 35 quarts of milk a
day.
Oolantha is the daughter of the
well-known proved Sire Dauntless
Togus Direct, owned Jointly by
Nutter's Maple View Farms and
the Maine Breeding Cooperative
in Vassalboro.
Commissioner Nutter, in part
nership with a son and a son-inlaw, has some 160 head of regis
tered Holsteins in his dairy opera
tion.

Knox Pomona
Pioneer Host At Meeting In
Which Limerock And
Waldo Participated
Guest Offl"ers’ Day was observed
by Knox Pomona Grange, at a day
meeting held with Pioneer Grange
of East Union.
Lawrence Trull, Waldo Pomona,
filled the master's chair.
Other guest officers were: Mrs
Ur.a Ames, Glen Cove, of Limerock
Valley Pomona was overseer; Mrs
Lois Doucette. Camden, of Lime
rock Valley Pomona, was lecturer;
Robie Amf». Lincolnville, of Waldo
Pomona, was steward.
Ce?il Holmes. Belfast, of Waldo
Pomona, was assistant steward;
Mrs. Lenore Wellman. Liberty, of
Waldo Pomona, chaplain;
Mrs
Leola Hatch. Nobleboro. of Lin
coln Pomona, secretary and treas
urer.
Mrs. Stella Robinson. Thdmaston
of Limerock Valley Pomona. Ceres:
Mrs. Arene Trull. Unity, of Waldo
Pomona. Pomona; Mrs. MildTed

,

WIRTHMORE
improved

HIENERG
<

STARTER and BROILER
RATION

/Tiatever your poultry growing aim... whether it ii»
using broilers of top market grade, or superior re-

lacement pullets for market or hatching egg prouction ... Wirthmore Improved HI-ENER-G can.
elp you accomplish that aim. Improved 111-

NER-G is formulated and manufactured

* give your birds a rapid start, plus
»p-grade finish with full feathering.

VICTOR BURNHEIMER
Waldoboro
Tel. 202-4
I. E. PERRY
Warren
T^l. 51-12
ROCKLAND GRAIN CO.
Rockland
Tel. 8C0
THOMASTON
FARMER’S UNION
1
Thomaston Tel. 47

.POULTRY - DAIRY

STOCK,

RANKIN GRAIN CO.
Camden Tel. 475

20-8-23

Seven Tree
Philip Blackington presented a
Seven Tree Orange met Wed
ue In Keeping Everyone Healthy
urogram of dancing at the meeting nesday night, although there was
jf Ftb. 5 which was enjoyed by all. a small attendance owing to a
It was voted to hold card parties asketball game. Those present Tear Hom-maker:
Peanuts. Peanut Butter, Soybean
it the homes of Orange members enjoyed a very pleasant evening.
Have you checked lately to e?e if
You need these for protein to
every Monday night. The parties
It
was reported that our your family is getting the foods it build strong mucles, for B vita
will oe open to both Grangers and Grange received the blue ribbon need? to;
mins to give you pep, and for iron
those not members. The first party award for attendance at the Janu
Grow a sound healthy body.
to build red blood.
was held Monday at the home of ary meeting of Knox Pomona. We
Do your best physical and men
Eat at least one serving every
also won the $5 award for the tal work.
Mrs. Bertha Ross.
day.
Thursday night, a Valentine and largest attendance at the four
Resist and overcome fatigue.
Try to include liver at least
ard party was held, followed by meetings of the Traveling Grange.
Resist and get well from disease once a week.
Therefor it goes to show we do
refreshments after the meeting.
Get the most satlfaction from
Fi:h, clams, and other sea foods
go visiting even though our mem life
give iodine you need, If you do
Owl's Head Crane
We need different combinations not eat them once or twice a week,
Traveling Grnye No 1, me', bers are absent at their own
Grange meeting. “Charity begins o foods. There is no one best you should use iodized table salt.
ibh Owl's Head on Feb 10 with
Group VI. Whole G rain and
2 member; present. The fol’.cw- at home,'' the old adage tells us. comWnation of foods. Many def
program was presented: Story It would be well if we applied it to erent combinations furnish what Enriched Bread, Biscuits, Mugby Ray Simmons of St George: attendance at our own meetings. we need. But the kinds of foods fins, and Breakfast Foods.
We need these for iron, B Vita
poem. Sister Gregory of St. George, Our Grange is what we make it that can be grown at home or
poem. Mader Rackliff of St- and if we do not attend, then we bought economically are affected mins. calories and other values.
Group VII. Butter and Oleo
George. Remarks, Mader Merri have only ourselves to blame if by soil, climate, and transporta
Let us review the basic margarine Fortified with Vita
field and poem by W. Lecturer the faithful few lose their interest tion.
and stay away, too.
seven and foods found in these min A:
Luce, both of South Hope.
The charter was draped in groups.
We need these for vitamin A
From Mt. Pleasant Grange, “The
Group I.
Green and Yellow and calories.
Star That Was Lincoln” by Frances memory of Brother A. R. Noyes,
Eat at least one serving everyday.
Tolman; story Master E3rl Tol who had been a member for 50 Vegetables and Fruits:
years. He passed away before a
You need these e-pecially for
man.
Otner Foods
“Send Her A Vaentine," Edward Golden Sheaf certificate was pre Vitamin A. Vitamin A helps to
Eat other foods as you wish in
sented
to
him.
keep your eyes healthy and to keep addition to the seven kinds you
Newhall; song by Herbert Libby,
A pie sale was held at the close tout skin smooth. It also helps
accompanied by Thelma Murray.
need most Do not substitute othre
Boy Scouting, by Thelma Murray ot the meeting, the proceeds to children grow.
foods for thoe in the basic seven
Eat at least one serving (44 cup) groups. Keep ng down the amount
and closing thought by Carrie go toward the Polio Fund. The
members present did not feel they every day.
Nash, all of Owl’s Head.
of sugar and sweet foods often
It may be raw. cooked, canned, helps reduce tooth decay.
The rpelling bee was won by Ed could contribute toward the Heart
ward Newhall and lecturers' march Drive owing to the small attend frozen, or dried
You can tell whether you are
ance.
Group II. Citrus Fruits, Toma eating about the right amount of
by Effie Dyer.
Seven Tree Grange Circle will toes. and other Selected Fruits and
Cakes were presented to Herbert
feed by your weight. If a person
Libby. Eliena Fredctte. Carrie meet at the home of Laura Kirk Vt retables:
wants to reduce his weight, he
patrick
Wednesday.
Feb.
18.
Pot
You
need
these
especially
for
Nash. Evelyn St. Clair and Marcia
still needs the foods in the basic
Greene in honor of their birth luck dinner will be served at noon. Vitamin C. (ascorbic acid). Vita seven groups./They should always
days
v Hope all Grange ladies will come min C helps to keep your gums' be included in reducing diets but
Traveling Grange will meet with and enjoy the hospitality as well from getting tender, swollen, and other foods may be left out.
j red.
St. George on Feb. 23. The State as sew on Che quilt.
Cod Liver Oil
There will be a card party at the
Eat at least one serving (44 cup)
Master will be present.
All children and pregnant and
There will be a public supper home of Aubyne Hawes. Saturday every day. Eat two servings when- nursing mother- need cod liver oil
1 ever you can.
entertainment and dance on Feb night, Feb. 21.
or some other source of Vitamin
These foods should be fresh and
25.' The men will have charge of
D which is recommended by a phy
;
raw
except
as
otherwise
stated.
this with Robert Murray. Arthur
sician or dentist. Buy only prod
Dairy Meetings
Oranges,
grapefruit
and
tomatoes
Decker and Herbert Libby on the
ucts which state the potency on
Dear Dairymen:
may be whole or Juiced, fresh, frocommittee.
the label. The dally dose should
Dick Talbot will be down for i zen or canned.
Co-chairmen of the social on
dairy meetings as follows:
Group III. Potatoes. Apples, and be about 400 US.P. Units. The
Feb. 13 are Donna Newhall and
Tuesday. Feb. 17, 1.30 p. m.. Da all other Vegetables and Fruits not potency is usually stated in units
Priscilla Nash. On Feb. 17. Ruth
per gram but an ordinary teaspoon
vid Chapman’s Farm, Route 1, in Group I and II.
Barnard will be chairman.
holds about four grams.
Damariscotta.
You need these for more vita
Sister Lois Lindsey was reported
Common defects which are often
Wednesday, Feb. 18. 133 p. m.. mins. minerals, and roughage.
very ill in the Bath Memorial Hos
caused by failure to eat the foods
Schuyler Hawes’ Farm, Union.
Eat
at
least
one
serving
(44
cup)
pital. All memsbers were asked to
Subject matter will be Feeding : every day. Eat two or three serv we need include:
send her a card. Grace Kirk and
A large amount of tooth decay.
Dairy Cattle. Bring samples of ings whenever you can.
Mary Dyer were both reported ill.
Sore and swollen gums. Poorlyyour hay and grass silage (an av
Group
IV.
Milk
and
Foods
Limerock Valley Pomona meets
formed bones. Routh skin. In
erage sample, not your best) Dick made from Milk:
at Plca ant Valley Grange today.
flamed eyelids. Scars at corners
will have sone U. S grade samples
You need these especially for
of
the mouth. Anemia. Size much
Acorn Grange
to compare yours with.
calcium to build and maintain
The Third and Fourth Degrees
Good quality roughage plus cor strong bones and teeth and for below average for age in children.
will be conferred on four candi rect grain feeding are important protein to build muscle, repair tis Low resistance to fatigue ar.d in
dates next Wednesday night. Sup factors in keeping production costs sues, and for riboflavin. They al-o fection.
There is no question but what
per will be at 6.30
down
Th’se barn meetings are give you energy. Cottage cheese
The program will be a Valentine for all dairymen Interested in this and1 cream cheese are not included many of us have poorer health and
box. Each member is to bring a problem.
in this group because they are low less vigor than we would enjoy if
we ate the food we need.
valentine.
See you Tuesday or Wednesday in calcium.
There was a card party held afternoon.
Cheese Apple Crisp
Adults need at least two glasses
last Monday night. There will be
(serves 5)
Gilbert B. Jaeger,
of milk a day. Children need at
another card party in the near
In a shallow greased baking pan:
County Agent leat three, better four.
future. No date has been set.
Some other foods, which have peel, core and slice 6 large apples,
Pioneer Grange
about
the same value as a glass of add 44 cup water, 44 teaspoon
4-H Doings
lemon juice. In a bowl mix to
Pioneer Grange entertained the
milk are:
traveling Granges Feb. 10. A pro
One glass of skim milk. One gether ’» cup sugar. 44 cup flour,
gram was presented by acting Lec Mount Battie Club Guests Of g'ass of buttermilk; $4 cup of $4 teaspoon cinnamon. 44 teaspoon
Pine 4-H’ers Monday
turer, Alfreda Grotton.
evaporated milk. One cube of salt. Then cut in 44 cup table fat.
Everett Blethen, Rockland car
American clteese IS inches on each Stir in 44 cup grated cheese.
Jane Packard was hostess for the
toonist, entertained with free hand
side; 3 tablespoons dry -slam milk.
Sincerely,
Pine 4-H Club of Camden Monday
Group V.
Meat, Fish, Poultry,
drawings, which were amusing and
Winifred Ramsdell,
night when the girls entertained
Eggs, Dried Beans. Dried Peas.
were greatly appreciated by mem
Home Demonstration Agent.
the Mount Battie 4-H Club at tea.
bers present.
A regular 4-H meeting was held
Seven Tree Grange won the at
with President Clarista Payson 4-H
tendance award of $5 for the first Club in charge.
four meetings, in a close contest.
Pointers on the 4-H Style Show
Seven Tree had an attendance were explained by club agent. Lo
record of 70; Pioneer, 69; and ans Shibles, and slides on the 1952
DHIA Records Show Dry Season Caused
Evening Star, 66.
State Dress Revue were shown.
The next traveling meeting will
Clarista Payson poured at the!
15 Pounds Per Cow Average For '52
be March 2, at Evening Star of tea while the other members of
Washington.
the Pine Cone Club assisting with !
Pioneer Grange
Circle meets the dainty sandwiches, brownies,
Lack of sufficient feed of de-t In most cases, he said, these
Feb. 16, at 10.30 at the Orange cookies and cakes were, Elaine
hall with pot luck dinner, with Hoffses. Mary Ames. Sandra Riuter siratolc quality at the proper time dairymen are doing a topnotch job
Anna Gould and Hope Leach as and Felicity Sexton. Mrs. Marjorie last year is considered the main of feeding their cattle.
For example, the largest herd of
hostesses. Members are to bring Hoffses, leader of Pine 4-H Club reason for a drop below 1961 of
something to work on.
about 15 pounds per cow in the milking cows in the state of Maine,
also assisted the girls.
Mt. Pleasant Grange
Mrs. Elizabeth Megquier, leader butterfat production of Maine cows that of John Pillsbury, of FarmingTwenty-four members were out of Mount Battie 4-H Club and the on Dairy Herd Improvement As ton. produced an average of over
| to the meeting Monday, Feb. 9. following girls were guests: Con sociation test. So reported today 7.566 pounds of milk and 373
when a program on “Lincoln” was nie Magee, Karen Megqulre. Eve Ralph A. Corbett, Extension Ser pounds of fat per cow in 1952. This
presented by Lecturer Helen Cross. lyn Dean, Carol Atkins, Patty Mar vice dairyman of the University of was an increase of 14 pounds of
Thirteen of Mt. Pleasant’s mem tin, Reina Megquier, Ellen Maxey. Maine.
fat and 196 pounds of milk per
bers were present at the traveling Martha Huntley, Jean Garland, Corbett said that the drop in fat cow, in spite of an increase of
production is largely the result of nine (making the total 110) in the
; Grange meeting at Owls Head Bea Nash and Brenda Start.
the dry pasture season last sum number of cows being milked Ob
Grange Tuesday. The next meet
Vnian
ing will be at St. George Orange
viously, Pillsbury followed the rec
Coggan's Hill 4-H Club met at mer.
Feb. 20. Guests that night will be John Burns in Union Tuesday to Maine farmers can feed more ommended feeding practices and
State Master Lewis C. Guptill and talk over organization and projects grain during periods when such planned carefully for highest pos
feed shortages develop. Also, they sible milk and fat production from
Juvenile Superintendent Mrs. Lewis for the year.
Guptill.
Mrs. Harriet Carroll, chairman of can begin planning now for next his herd.
The valentine play that was to the local Extension Association met summer's feed crop, Corbett ex
Maine’s 15-pound decrease per
be presented next Monday at the with a group of girls after Juvenile plained. Careful thought should be cow in fat production over 1951,
Subordinate meeting by the juve- Grange on Wednesday to talk over given to plans for 1953 in order the first drop in several years, was
j niles, has been postponed until the prospects of organizing a girls that enough feed will be available computed on the basis of informa
' Feb. 23. There will be a meeting sewing club.
when needed.
tion gained from the annual meet
In many cases, this means plant ings of county DHIA's held in
of the Juveniles Monday afternoon
Simonton's Corner
1 when rehearsal of the Valentine
Ayrshire Dairy 4-H Club of Si ing of emergency crop6, such as Maine this winter.
program wili be held. Everyone is monton's Corner had charge of the millett or Sudan grass. Or it may
| urged to bring Valentines as there supper at the monthly meeting ol mean following the newer practices
will be a Valentine box.
the community association last of cutting grass silage by the
A special play “Cinderella" will Thursday night.
Thia was Boy middle of June and feeding this
silage after August 1. Most Maine
be presented Monday for a pro Scout night too.
GOOD CLEAN USED CARS
gram during Lecturer's hour, by a
The 4-H Boys solicited the food dairymen feel that the silage
group of five girls with Shirley set ths tables and served approxi should ripen for about six weeks
before it's fed if the cows are to
Micue in charge.
mately 80 people.
,
A public card party was held at
4-H Club agent, Loana 8. Shibles eat it readily.
Corbett reported that there are
the hall Thursday night for the and Mrs. Cecil Annls assisted in the
dairy farms in Maine where cows
benefit of the Orange. Helen Cross kitchen.
DeSOTO, PLYMOUTH
was chairman of this committee
Besides the Boy Scouts and their continued to produce at their 1051
Bl-Sl RANKIN ST,
with Sister Charlotte Lermond and parents as special guests at this rate last year, and there are many
ROCKLAND
farms
where
increases
in
produc

Brother Elmer Merrifield also on supper. Mrs. K. C. Lovejoy, SUte
tion were recorded.
the committee.
(Continued on Page Six)
Maple Grange

When a poultryman starts a flock |
of broilers he often has little idea
as to how much profit he will
make. There are several ways to
approach the problem. Some raise
birds on a regular schedule of four
flocks a year. This means that
chicks are ordered well in advance
and birds have to be sold at a spe
cified time to clear the way for the
next flock. Yearly totals on this
plan run as high as 60.000 birds
and seldom less than 40,000 if it is
the sole occupation of the opera
tor. Using this method, the poutryman does not expect to make a
killing on any one flock, but hopes
that his yearly average profit will
give him a living.
Then there is the three flock a
year man who often sells from 10
to 12 weeks, but is ready to hold his
birds for heavier weights when the
price margins are right. On this
schedule it is possible to plan place
ments of chicks to come when
hatchery sales are light, even if it
is necessary to skip a flock. This
man is not content with the 10 to
20 cents a bird but hopes to make
a real killing occasionally with a
flock of roosters. These heavier
birds sometimes will bring in as
high as a dollar a bird profit. When
planning to go to roasters, this
poultryman usually sells off his
pullets at the earliest possible age
in order to give the cockerais more
space. .
There are numerous variations in
these systems. Sometimes pullets
are raised to the five pound level
at which weight they occasionally
bring a very high price. As a mat
ter of fact, almost any poultryman
will tell you that a good fat pullet
is prime eating.
Then there are the In and outers
who raise occasional flocks These
raisers always try to outguess the
market and are not always too
sucessful. There are other special
ists who raise capons and caponettes.
Right now, there are a great
many brooders being used to raise
the early spring crop of pullets.
These are the chicks you will see
on range late in April or early in
May. While the broiler raiser runs
his brooders practically the year
around, many laying hen men op
erate the brooder houses only in
the late winter or early spring.
These pullet chicks have a much
higher value than broiler chicks,
for the buyer often has to pay the
expense of hatching the cockerels
which may have to be killed at
birth. The market for cockerels
from laying stock has decreased
very rapidly during the past few
years. Some hatcheries still try to
sell sex link cockerels at a low
price but many have to be killed.
A few years ago, before the art
of sexing was discovered, chicks
were bought straight run and the
cockerels raised for broilers by the
laying bird men. This is practically
a thing of the past as the meat
birds are so much more efficient in
conversion of feed.
Pullet chicks are selling this year
mywhere from 30 cents each up.
The price depends somewhat on
the background of the breeding
flocks. Many chicks come into
.his area from Massachusetts and
\'ew Hampshire where expert
poultrymen have established ROP
(Record of
Production) flocks.
Seme of these strains are national
ly and even world famous as the
esult of the records made In the
annual laying tests held at various
agricultural stations throughout the
country.
Milts of South Thomaston, of
LiT.erock Valley Pomona, Flora;
Mrs. Grace Holmes Belfast, of
Waldo Pomona. lady assistant stewOrett Robinson ot ThomasLimerock Valley Pomona,
executive committee member.
The Pomona degree was con
ferred on one candidate, Miss Bar
bara O'Kelley of South Hope.
Welcome was given by Mi's
Agnes Esancy, master of the host
Grange, writh response by Mbs.
Josephine Miller of Thomaston.
The past Pomona Master's jewel
was presented George Layr of East
Union.
Those who took part In the pro
gram were Arlene Magee, Mildred
Mills
of
South
Thomaston,
Verona York of Camden, Mr. and
Mrs. Lawrence Trull of Liberty.
Cecil Holmes of Belfast, Robie
Ames of Li»:olm1lle. Lois Daucette
of Camden. Alfreds Grot ton. Ame
lia Dornan and Jennie Payson of
East Union; and Orett Robinson
of Thomas ton.
The birthday anniversary of Mrs.
Jennie Payson was observed.
Ouests were present from Waldo
Limerock Valley. Lincoln, and East
Somerset Pomonas.

While the average poultryman is
content with an annual lay of 200
eggs per hen, some of the birds in
these hying tests go way above
the 300 mark. Top honors in
these tests go most generally to
Rhode Island Reds or White Leg
horns although there are other
breeds and crosses well up toward
the front.
From these farms one is able to
buy numerous grades of chicks
starting peihaps at 38 cents and
ascending to well over SI the
nearer one gets to the champion
laying stocks. Some farms sell
chicks from two-year-old hens
which are considered superior as
the mothers of these chicks have
weathered the first year diseases,
especially leucosis.
Every poultryman is urged by
the experts to buy top grade
chicks from reliable sources for it
only takes a few more eggs to
make up the difference. The most
expensive chicks are not generally
bought for table egg flocks but for
foundation breeding flocks. This
enables the small hatchery to put
out high grade chickens and many
of these hatcheries go back each
year to their chosen sources to
buy their replacements.
Just as the printer comes to
know such names as ATF, Lino
type, Miehle, IPI. and the like,
the poultryman speaks of Harco.
Parmenter, Treadwell, Hall. Mount
Hope and others. They are names
of men or groups of men who have
worked many years to improve the
breeds and bring them to the pres
ent high standards. I have men
tioned a few of the old standbys
but there are hundreds of other
reliaible firms keeping the intricate
records and building and rebuild
ing superior breeding flocks.
An excellent system of chick de
livery has long since been estab
lished Nearby chicks are generally
delivered by automobile. There
are numerous fine hatcheries in
Maine, several located in or a
short distance from Knox County.
Many thousands of chicks are de
livered from these sources. Chicks
from out of the State often come
in by Railway Express although
some are brought in in trucks
that are especially built for this
work.
The poultryman who buys a
thousand pullet chicks starts with
an expense of from $300 to $500
besides the costs of getting the
pen ready. Before he picks up his
first egg, at perhaps 18 weeks, his
costs is well over $1500 for grain,
fuel and medicine. And before he
is breaking even on the day's eggs,
that cost will be up toward $2000
Then if all goes well he will be
gin to get back that $2000. The
birds may be well onto a year old
when that day arrives, and then,
his apparent profit will be the
market price of his birds. Of
course, by that time his flock of
1000 will have deminished by one
to two hundred birds.
The profit on that flock can
vary anywhere from below zero to
$3 and even more. It is evident
that in the long run competent
poultrymen make a good living.
The evidence is seen in the many
prosperous farms seen throughout
the countryside. But all who try
to raise laying hens do not make
it and there are some establish
ments that are now vacant or have
changed hands more than once.
The man who decides that he is
going to raise hens is very apt to
know very little about what he Is
getting Into. It is a far more in
tricate business than meets the
eye. That is why the average
poultryman is a pretty Intelligent
human being. He has to be or he
will lose his shirt.
A convenient and Inexpensive
way to remove grease from your
pots and pans Is to wipe them with
old newspapers which you can buy
at The Courier-Gazette in large
bundles for 10 cents
62‘aw
ADMIRAL

CAPEHART

ZENITH

MOTOROLA

LACK OF FEED CAUSED DROP IN MILK

WE WILL BUY

BITLER CAR &
HOME SUPPLY
478 MAIN ST.

ROCKLAND

“We Service What

We Sell"
«-«

MILLER'S
GARAGE

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday
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Fay SB

New Funeral Coach Delivered To Davis

THOMASTON
New* end Social Itema, Notices and Advertisements may be sent
or telephoned to
MRS. OLADYS CONDON, ERIN STREET, TEL. 113-3

The Silver Tea, held at the home guest at a surprise birthday party
of Mrs. E. Douglas Brooks to bene given for iter at her home on
fit the Heart Fund, was a delight Fluker street Monday night by
ful occasion. About 65 persons at Miss Marion Pickard and Miss
tended and enjoyed the delicious Helen Adams. Invited guests were
refreshments served amid .ovely Mr. and Mrs. Ellis Simmons, Mr.
surroundings. The floral center and Mrs Stephen Simmons, Mrs.
piece on the serving table, artis Roger Teague, Miss Elsie Chad
tically arranged by Mrs. Frederick wick. Miss Eleanor Glidden, Miss
Dennison, was donated by Silsby's Patty Robinson, Miss Lois Delano,
Flower Shop and the beautiful Mrs. Charlene Henry, Miss Helen
table bouquet which graced th? McLain. David Faulkingham, Ralph
living room was the gift of Clark Pierpont, Bill Simmons, Charlie
Florists. Miss Jane Miller re Sewell and Ray Wixson. Miss
lovely
ceived the cake made and ex Knights received many
pertly decorated hy Mrs. Joel Mil gifts.
ler. Mis. Oram Lawry, Jr., made
Extension Association
the afternoon more charming with
The Extension Association met
her varied organ selections.
Wednesday at
the Federated
During the tea, Miss Gladys
Church for an interesting ciass in
Doherty supervised the baby-sit
"candy making," conducted by Mrs
ting service at the home of Mrs.
Marion Grafton and Mrs. Doris
Albert Elliot, and she reported hav
Spear. Dinner was served by Mrs.
ing had nine children in charge |
Vinnle Benner. Mrs. Elvie Shields
The co-chairman of the drive.
and Mrs. Sybil Mills.
Mrs. Laurence F. Shesler, Jr., and
All schools closed in town Friday
Mrs. Charles W Spear, are tery
for a week's vacation.
appreciative of all assistance ren
Chureh News
dered.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Hupper of! Mass will be celebrated at St.
Martinsville were dinner guests James Catholic Church Sunday at
Monday of Mr. and Mrs. Wilson B 9 a. m.
Carter, Cross street.
Services at St. John Episcopal
Cpl. Daniel R. Carter and Cpl. Church Sunday at 8 a. m., fol
Daniel Hammond
of Bismark, lowed by Sunday School at 10 a. m.
N. D., have returned to Fort
Sunday School is at 9.45 a. m.,
Devens. Mass., after visiting Cpl. at the Baptist Church followed by
Carter’s parents. Mr and Mrs morning service at 11 a. m. Rev.
Wilson B. Carter
H. J. Holt of Camden will be the
Beta Alpha meets Monday night speaker
at the Baptist Church vestry.
Sunday School is at 9.45 a. m„
World's Day of Prayer will be at the Federated Church followed
observed Friday at 2.30 p. m., at by morning service at 11 a, m.. the
the Federated Church.
subject, "The Spirit of Abraham
Sherman Russell will show his Lincoln."
At 7 p. m„ Sherman
color slides of the South, Sunday Russell wiU show his color slides
night at 1 o’clock at the Federated of the South. Friendly Circle meets
Church.
Tuesday at 7.30 p. m„ with Mrs.
The Friendly Circle meets Tues Douglas Brooks. Bible Class is on
day at 730 p. m., with Mrs. Thursday at 7 p. m. The World’s
Douglas Brooks.
Day of Prayer wiU be observed at
the Federated Church Friday at
Surprise Birthday Party
Miss Connie Knights was honor 230 p. m.

RECREATIONAL ACTIVITIES GOOD
Camden-Rockport

Group

Has

Many

Irons In The Fire-All Of 'Em Sizzling
ment so that an overall plan for
future development of this field
may be drawn up. Funds are
J
,
needed to maintain the field in
propw condltion and t0 c<,mplete
work in left field. Members present pointed out the desirability of
having tennis courts built at this
location in the future,
Willis Hodson reported the plans
for the Junior Rifle Club, in which
41 txiys in groups of six will be
carefully trained under NRA rules
regulations.
An indoor range is
being constructed in the unfinished part of the CHS gym basement and the Megunticook Fish
& Game Association also hopes to
have an outdoor range. The picnic
area developed by this Association
in the former deer park at Molyneaux, is open to the public, Hodson said, and they plan to put up
four or five outdoor fireplaces,
Bob Laite reported that considerabie work was done at the
Camden Public Beach last year
Another fireplace, au utility cabin
■ for tools and a bulletin board are
now needed. Laat year a rowboat
was loaned by Gary Bok and the
- availability of a boat in the
interest ot safety Is important, it
Was stressed. Roy Barker was
commended for his excellent work
at the beach as supervisor.
The Elm Street Skating Rink
has also been kept in better con
dition this winter than in any
other year, members present said.
Maxwell Kelley of the PTA. was
unable to be present, and Town
Manager Allen Torrey reported
that the PTA has paid for the
lighting of this rink, and that
CLAYT BITLER
Gene Larrabee has been taking
Wants to See YOU About care of the clearing and flooding of
the ice.
TELEVISION
Forrest Spear explained the diffi
157-tf
culties encountered at the Snow
IWVAWWXWWXWXXXWXV j Bowl this winter because of the
j lack of snow. Pierce Harley desi cribed the present program at the
1 “Y.” Points brought out in the
WALDOBORO—TEL. IM
2 J discussion were that the building
(very Evening nt 8.##. Matlneee/ is now being used for the purpose
Saturday at Z.W. Sunday at iJttf j it was intended, now that the too
great pressure on its facilities had
TODAY ONLY
been relieved by the new gym.
FEBRUARY 14
, Frank Leonard, representing the
Randolph Scott, Donna Reed In]

Bob Laite and Forrest Spear
took considerable ribbing about
..
„ .
.
. _
"what the well-dressed sportsman
wears” at the round-up of 1952-53
recreation projects held Thursday
afternoon at the Camden Town oflice. Baseball, rifle ranges, public
beaches, winter sports were however the main subjects discussed
by representatives of Camden and
Rockport schools and recreational
groups at this meeting of the
Recreational Council, sponsored by
the Chamber of Commerce. Chairraan Buford Grant presided and
led the round table discussion. A
fund of $430 left over from money
raised by USO and War Recreatlon Council was also discussed,
and the representatives present
voted to ask the War Recreation
Council to use the money for some
current recreational activity to be
decided at a joint meeting of the
two groups.
Roy Morong and Rockport athletic coach William Judkins, reported a very successful year for
the Little League baseball teams
and stressed the need for a newPony League in Knox County this
summer to use the 12 to 15-vearold players, who are over the* 12year-age Unlit for the Little
League. Additional bleachers will
be needed for the Little League
games at Camden. Morong said.
Superintendent Grant has sent
data about the Knowlton Street
Athletic Field at The head of the
Maine Physical Education Depart-

WALDO theatre^

“HANGMAN’S KNOT”
In Technicolor

SUNDAY-MONDAY
FEBRUARY 15-16

Red Skdten. Jane Greer
Tim Considine in
"THE CLOWN"
TUESDAY-Y/EDNEBDAY

FEBRUARY 17-18
Stanwyck, Barry Sulli
van. Ralph Meeker in
-JEOPARDY”

30-lt!
BCttXWXXAAVAAWVWWV

GAME PARTY

EVERY MONDAY NIGHT
At the

American Legion Home
MAVERICK ST.. ROCKLAND
FREE Bus leave* Wood’s Taxi
Station. Winter SU at 7.00 and
leaves Legion Hom* at 10.36.
Game Start* 730 P. M.

3-6-tf

At St. Peter's Episcopal Church,
Rev. E. O. Kenyon. Rector. Sunday
services: Parish Communion and
sermon at 9.30: Church School at
11 a. m. and Evensong at 7 p. m.
Weekday services: Tuesday, Mass
at 7.30 a. m.; Wednesday. Mass at
6 a m.; Thursday. Mass at 8 a' m
.1 and Friday, Mass at 7 30 a m.

At Su Bernard’s Church: Sun
day services are at 8 and 11 a m.
Dally Mass is at 6 45 a tn. and Con
fession, Saturday at 330 aud 7
p m Sunday Mass at St. James'
Church, Thomaston, 9 a
m.
and 9.30 a. m at the Church of
Our Lady of Good Hope, Camden

Photo by Culleni
The Davis Funeral Homes at Rot kland and Thomaston received delivery this week of a new Miller-Cadiliac funeral coach. It was the first such unit to he delivered in New- England this year and is to be used enlirel.v for funerals, as the firm operates an ambulance intended solely for that work. It Is the first gray
funeral coach in the section and has a maroon and gray mohair interior.

ROCKPORT
MRS KENNETH WENTWORTH
Correspondent
Telephone Camden 2483

School boys’ team will play Wash
ington Academy. The games will
begin at 130.
Extension Association
The Simonton Extension Asso
ciation held a very Interesting
meeting Wednesday at the Simonton Comer Community Hall. The
subject was "Making Of Crepe Pa
per Hats' with Mrs Maker of
Rockland as instructor. A covered
dish dinner was served. The next
meeting will be held- Wednesday
evening. March 4 at 7.30. Miss
Winifred Ramsdell of Rockland,
Home Demonstration Agent, will
pave charge of the meeting. Her
subject will be "Keeping Fit With
Proteins.'
GW s<.<nite Meet
The Girl Scouts held a meeting
Tuesday evening nt the Bapti-1
Church. The leader' present were
Mrs. Lillian Simonton and Mrs.
Betty McIntosh.
Mrs Simonton is a new leader
Her group of tenderfoot scouts
made "Health Charts." working for
their second class badge
Mrs McIntosh's group, the Beaver Patrol, worked on their sewing
badge

"Soul" is the -ubject of the Les
son-Sermon which will be read in
all Churches of Christ. Scientist,
on Sunday, Feb. 15. The Golden
Text is taken from Psalms ,Psalms
130:6). "My south waiteth for the
Lord more than they that watch
for the morning." Sunday services at
Sunday School at
U.45. Wednesday night services
at 7.30
«...
.
,

of the Littlefield Memorial Bap
Mrs. Kenneth Wentworth and son tist Chureh. Rev James W. Dagino.
Eirle of Rockport. Refreshments minister include: Sunday, 1030.
were served by the hostess. The .sermon subject. "When Life Gets
next meeting will be held Wednes Hard." The' adult choir will ren
day, Peb 18, at the home of Mrs. der an anthem. There will also
be a nursery for all small children
Helena Kenney.
during the Morning Worship Serv
ice. At 1145. Bible Schoo! for all
AGNES M. LORRAINE
Friend? in this community were arcs: 6 p. m.. Baptis' Youth Fel
saddened on Feb. 4 to learn of the lowship will meet in the vestry:
death of Mrs. Francis S. Louraine. 7 15. Sunday evening service with
nee Miss Agnes M. Duguay, for -pecial music by the Youth Choir.
merly of Rockland, at the Frank The pa-tor will bring a brief mes
sage, "A Prophet That Spoke From
lin Hospital in San Francisco.
Mrs. LouTalne was born in Nel Experience.” Monday at 7 30 p. m.
son, N. B., on May 35. 1900 and the Baptist Youth Fellowship
was the daughter of the late meeting of the Association will be
Richard W. Duguay and Elizabeth held at Tenant's Harbor Baptist
Driscoll Duguay. Besides her hus Church, the speaker. Rev. Benja
band. she leaves one daughter, min Bubar of the Maine Christian
Mrs. Ione M. Estes, four sisters: Civic Leafue.
On Tuesday at 7 30 p m..
Mrs. Clara Allard. Mrs. Lillian
Bennett, Mrs Gertrude Dignard. Prayer meeting ln the vestry:
and Mrs Rena Allen, and five Wedne day, 6pm ladies' Aid
their
husbands
brothers: George. Frank. Michael. members and
are to hold a Valentine hop supGerard and Clifford Duzuav.

|
The Harbor Light Club of Rock
port will sponsor a card party Feb.
19. Thursday night, at Masonic
Hall.
Mrs. Hildred Rider and
Mrs. Vera Miller will be in
charge. It should be borne in
mind that it is Harbor Light Club
sponsoring the party and not any
Masonic body.
Mr. and Mrs. Louis ..Cash spent
last weekend with Mrs. Effle Veazie |
and Mr. and Mis. Wesley Rider in :
Brockton. Mass.
Mrs. Marion Cash and Maynard
Ingraham were in East Vassal- .
boro Thursday to attend the fu- ,
netal of Harold Cates.
Miss Druscilia French of Noble
boro was a recent weekend guest I
She ar.d Her husband moved to ’ P*- Pri<l3>’ aft<>r scho°l th* Pil'
of Mr. and Mrs. Rupert Stevens.
San FrancLeo late in 1918 to be grim group of Pioneer Girls will
The Rockport P.TA. wall hold !
near their daughter Mrs. Louraine meet with Mrs Kendrick Dorman
their meeting Monday evening. 1
was employed by the Senter-Cranc on Warren street and at 7.30 pun.
Feb. 16. instead of Feb. 23. at the ’
Company when she resided in Pideli-, Class ». 11 “meet in the ves
Higli School building. Mrs. Jove- .
Rockland and w.il long be remem try.
• • • •
»
lyn Christie of Camden is to be |
bered for her cheery smile and
At Owl's Head Baptist Chapel
Two of the older group were friendly greeting.
the speaker. Her subject will be
She was a
Rev James W Dagino. minister,
"Remedial
Reading
in
th working on Good Grooming."
member of St Bernard'., church.
Tlie Chickadee Patrol visited She had been employed by Macy's Sunday, 9 a m sermon subject
Schools." Refre hmetit' wall b<
rented by the West side members with their leader. Mrs. Eleanor Department Store in San Fran- "When Life Gets Hard:" 1015.
Mrs. Rupert Stevens entertalne- Jaeger in Camden. "Child Care" cls o until her untimely death Bible School will meet at the
at a dinner party Wednesday eve was studied and they learned to Mr'. Louraine had been recovering' church and Thursday. 730 p. m .
Prayer meeting in the church
ning. Her guests included: Mrs make formulas.
fr< m an attack of influer. ta when
• * • •
The nex: Girl Scout meeting -he wa- fatally stricken Erb 4.
Loui'e Carroll.. Mis, Hilma BradAt the Church’ of the Nazarene.
street.
Muriel
Harlow.
Mrs will be held Tuesday evening. Feb
Funeral ser, ices were conducted Rev Oakley E. Woodward, pastor,
Alice Crcckett. and Mrs Christin 21. at the B.ipti-t Church
by the Maneely-Matheas Ccnqyany Sunday services will be as follows:
Elwell oi Rockland and Mis- Anitt.
Try To Help Club Meets
Mrs. Louraine was buried from St. Sunday School at 9.45. morning
Robinson of Thoma'ton
The Try-Ti-Help Club met re Mary', Cathedral in San Francisco worship at 10 45; N.Y.PS. at 6
Mr and Mrs. Maynard Ingra cently at the home of Mrs. Evelyn , with Rev. Joseph Mohr offic.ating
p. m„ and tlie evening evangelistic
ham. Sr., -motored to Skowhegan Crockett with 14 members and two ! at the requiem mass. She was insei-vice at 730. Mid-week prayer
recently.
guests present
It wa, voted to I terred in Holy Cro-s Cemetery. She ' meeting Wednesday night at 730
Mrs Nellie Staples is visiting donate $3 to the March ot Dimes was he'd in high esteem by her asOn Thursday night at 7 30 the
in Bridgeton with State Trooper and also $4 for missionary work ; sociates and many friend,-, as wa
Missionary Society will meet with
and Mr-. Ralph Staples and family. work.
evideiiceo by the many spiritual Mrs Augusta StUdiev. 25 Maverick
Mr. and Mrs Leroy Jackson have
A Valentine party was held after bo-uquets and floral pieces received street
scripture verses for the
purchased a new home on Oak the meeting. Refreshments were
Roll CaU to begin with the letter
street. Camden and will move the served by the hostess, featuring a
WASHINGTON
F. first letter of the month.
An
first of March.
cake decorated with hearts
Mrs. Gertrude Ludwig is slowly alabaster program will be given,
Harbor Light Chapter, OTIS.,
Work In E. A. Degree
recovering from an attack of the
will hold its Past Matrons' and Pa
Special communication of St. flu. Mrs. Leta Tibbetts is substiTlie Sunday service* at the First
trons' Night Tuesday evening. Feb Paul's Lod&e will be held Monday tuting for Mrs. Ludwig in the vil- Baptist Church will open with a
17. with supper to be served at 6.30. evening, Feb. 16. at 730 There lage primary room during her ab- time of prayer at 10.15 preceding
Janice Kenney Is confined to her will be inspection by Rt. Wot. Fred- ' sence.
' the morning worship service at
home with the chicken pox
erick W.Amborn,DU.GM
of theDr. Walker of Union was a pra- j 10-30. The pastor, Rev. J
Charles
Mrs Vi Annis, Simonton's Cor 7thMasonic District. Work lnthe 1 fessiotial caller at the Ludwig home
MacDonald, will bring a message
ner, has gone to Morris Plains, Entered Apprentice Degree. Supper last week called there by the iU- I in this service on "A Thoughtful
N. J., to be with her mother, Mrs wiU be served at 630.
' ness of Fred Parker.
, Men's Admissions." The nursery
James Sloan, who is ill. During
Thimble Club Meets
Harold Kaler was a business! will be open during this service
Mrs Annis' absence Mrs Guy
The Thimble Club met Welnes- caller at the home of W. R. Cole in for tlie care of small children,
Annis is staying at her home
day at the home of Mrs. Louise South Liberty last Sunday.
There will be classes for those of
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Ros-iteT of Cavanaugh. Dinner was served.
Mrs- Marjorie Ludwig and chil- 1 all ages in the Church School at
Camden have moved into their new
Valentines were given as favors and dren Valerie and Joan were visitors 12
The meeting of the senior
home at the lower end of Pleasant
the hostess gave each member two one da>' last week at the borne of Ambassadors for Christ at 6 will
street.
holders as a Valentine gift. It was i ber parent*. Mi-, and Mrs. Arthur be conducted by tbe members of
The Rockport High School girls'
the Junior Ambassadors. A prayer
| voted to give $1 to the Heart Drive, i Turner in Liberty,
basketball team will play the Wal i The next meeting will be held i
doboro High School girls Saturday
Wednesday..Feb. 18. at the home
afternoon, and the Rockport High
SUNDAY AND MONDAY ONLY
_____________________
1 of Mrs Evelyn Crockett.
American Legion, said that it was
JoMy
•'**’*
expected
the ______
summerplaynine.
------ that
----- —
j ,I Thc Jolly Wve club met Wettoes- .
ground at Knowlton Street would
a‘ternoon M tbe home of Mrs. :
be sponsored again this summer: 001 otily Young. Camden. Present
but that Donald Bentley, in charge i "ere Mrs' Edith Brow™ and Mrs.
1 Mildred Easton of Camden and
of this, is in California.
Purpose of the Recreational
Council, which has held meetings
Social Dance
annually during the past six years
SOFTII THOMASTON
under the auspices of the Chamber
GRANGE HALI.
ot Commerce, is to give an oppor
Saturday Feb. 21
tunity for the many groups inter
Coder
ested ln recreation in Camden and
New Management and
Rockport to see whether there are
New Music
projects on which they can work
Donation S0<
Everyone Welcome
together, and to eliminate duplica
20*lt
tion of effort.

Camden Theatre
NOW $120 CASH NITE
2 Hour* of Smash Excitement
The One Great Story Of the
U. 8. Marine, In Technicolor
With RICHARD WIDM.ARK In

“Halls Of Montezuma”

TEN MEN AND A WOMAN WITH ONLY A GHOST OF A CHANCE!
. . Some Fell In Death , . Some Fell In Love . . On the Most Exciting

TEN

AGAINST TEN THOUSAND

.. . ond o million-to-ona chance fo even rhe oddtl

commit ncrusts ■

p. m.
All of the ladles of this
MRS. VELMA CLARK
church are urged to attend. The
Mrs. Velma Clark. 86, the widow
Junior Guild will meet on Tuesday
of George E. Clark, died at her
night with Cynthia Packard al
home,. 10 Broad street. Rockland.
7.15. The Kola Klub will meet on
Wednesday night after a long ill
Thursday night at 6.30 for a pot
ness.
luck supper in the vestry. The
Born at Searsport as the daugh
committee is co!»i>osed of Russell
ter of Nathaniel and Irene iGerryi
and Doris Abbott and Ronald and
Larrabee, the deceased has no
Grace Berry. An address by John
known relatives.
Richardson will be followed by
Funeral services were held at
musical numbers and games. The
the residence on Friday, at 2
choir will rehearse on Friday
o'clock, with Rev Merle Conant
night at 7 o'clock ln the vestry
of the Pratt Memorial Methods
Dante Pavone will direct as re
Ciiurch offl-iating. Interment was
hearsals are continued on an
In Seaview Cemetery
Easter cantata
• • • •
LELAND MANN
Worship in the South Thomaston
Leland Mann. 81. of Cumberland
Methodist Church will be held at Center, formerly of Camden and
7 o'clock Rev Merle S. Conant Spruce Head, passed away Friday
will preach on the theme "A Holy morning at a nursing home in
God
All are urged to attend Portland after a brief illness,
this service.
nc A8s born in South Thomas• • • •
ton August 23. 1871, son of the late
At the Congregational Church, onver T. and Sophia Elwell Mann
Rev. Charles R. Monteith pastor.
attended Spruce Head schools,
morning worship Sunday will be at a fisherman and stone cutter in
10.45. with sermon by the pastor hls youthi iater went Into the U. S
in honor of "Day of Prayer for coast Guard Service for 13 years
Students" 011 the theme "Educa- Bnd then in the U. S. Light House
tion—for What?" The choir wil! service at Two Bush Light until his
present "They That Put their retirement in 1933 After retire-U
Trust in the Lord,” by Bruce ( ment he lived in Camden and”
Steane under the direction of Mrs. Cumberland Center.
Eleanor Cote Howard, with Mrs.' He attended the West CumberFaith Berry organist.
Church land Methodist Church. He was a
School classes for third graders member of the IOOF at Rockland
and over at 930 and for those' and a former member ot the
lounger at 1030. UCY meets at Grange in Camden. He is survived
the Universalist Church at 6 p. m. bj- two sons, Gleason Mann of
Appointments for the week in- Brewer. Darrell L. Mann ol South
elude: Monday, Boy Scouts Troop Portland, three grandchildren, five
206 meets at 7 p. m., at church; i great grandchildren, one brother,
and Board of Deacons at 730 at David W. Mann of South Thomasoe parsonage; Tuesday, Pack Com j ton and one sister, Mrs. Jennie A
mittee of Pack 206 meets at 7301 Cleveland of Camden.
at parsonage; Wednesday, Circle
Funeral services will be held
supper at 6.15; choir rehearsal in 3unday afternoon at 2 o'clock at
auditorium at 7, and special the Spruce Head Community Chachurch meeting at 7 in the vestry; pel. Interment in Forest Hill cem- tf
Thursday, Diligent Dames meet at, etery, South Thomaston.

SUN -MON.-TUES.

LAST TIMES TODAY

“Girls In The Night”

MEET THE FABULOUS MARK FALLON!

in a reckless gamble
for the taunting lips

J^SrOFTHE

of a silk-laced

al* *ixen!

lYR0NEf»0WER

PIPER IAURIE JULIA ADAMS

^Mississippx
Gambler

sun mon tues

ALAN LADD
As Jim Bowie, The Louisiana
Bayoll Man . . . With A
Challenge On Hls Lips And
His Name On A Knife!

period at 1 wil! precede "The Gos
pel Story Hour" at 7.15. In the]
broadcast portion from 7.30 to 8
music will be by the choir and a
ladies' chorus.
Mr. MacDonald
At the Universalist Church, Revwill be giving the second m-seage
George H. Wood pastor, Rev. Dr.
in the series on “Is the Bible Re
John S. Lowe, pastor emeritus, the
liable in all Matters With Which
guest of the month preacher to
It Deals?" and this Sunday's sub
morrow will be Dr. Robert Cum
ject will be "Are the Bible Critics
mins, general superintendent of
Alwayi- Reliable?" On Tue’day
the Church in America, who will
the Happy Prayer and Praise
speak to the Men's Class at l<7*f
Meeting will be liedd at 730. and
the Junior Ambassadors will meet and deliver his sermon on “Unlversalism—1963” at 11 o'clock.
on Friday at 330.
Chapin Class supper Tuesday at 6
• • • •
p. m.; Wednesday, beginning of
The Pratt Memorial -Vethodist
Lent and meeting of Tonian Circle
Churcl), Merle S. Conant, minister,
at the home of Mrs. Earle MacWilwill hold its worship service Sun
liams. Chestnut street; Friday,
day at 10.30. , Mr. Conant will
annual World Day of Prayer serv
preach on the subject "A Holy
ice at 3 p. m„ at the Congrega
God." Mrs. Austin Davis will
tional Church,
Mr Wood as
play "Prelude in B Minor” by
speaker, tlieme "Magic Words."
Rtnk. "Look Down Dear Lord" by !
..
,
. _
Sermon theme for next Sunday,
Fisher, and “Praise Ye the Lord”
"Who Really Were the Patriots?"
by Gounod. The choir will pre
sent the anthem "They That
Trust in the Lord" by Frey. Dante
4-H Doings
Pavone will sing "If With All
• Continued irom Page Five)
Your Heart" by Mendelssohn. The
4-H Club Leader from Orono, was.
Church School will meet at 11
present and complimented the boys
o'clock. Classes are provided for
on their fine co-operative spirit.
all age groups. Tlie Youth Fel
Simonton's Corner Girls
lowship will meet at 5.30 Barbara
Ruth Ann Erickson and Dorothy
will preside at the piano and Mary
will conduct the devotions.
Mr. Ulmer furnished refreshments at
Conant will lead the discussion the meeting of the Junior Sunshine
Girls last Wednesday at the home
period. The Boy Scouts will meet
of the leader Mrs. Elizabeth Si
on Monday night at 7 o'clock, and
monton.
Harold Whitehill will direct the
The girls practiced stitching on
program. The Discussion Oroup
the sewing machine after refresh
will meet on Tuesday night with
ments.
Leroy and Ivy Chatto.
The
Thomaston
Woman’s Society will meet on
Wednesday night at 730 with 1 Cheerful Homemakers of ThomLouise Gregory. Assisting hostesses ilston inspected
Norma Clark s
will be Edna Havener. Esther Dol- -oom bcfore ,helr meetln« Thurs'
aver and Mae Oregory.
Muoreo da>'- Norma has the P“Per :uld
Blood will conduct the devotions. Panting donf and 13 makillg artli»
The World Day of Prayer Service
for her room- she Plans 10 helP
will be held in the Congregational ber mother »'ith redecorating other
Church on Friday, Feb. 20, at 3 rooms in the house.

...who staked his fortune and his life

Ride since "Stagecoach!”

Johnny Stewart-Uoyd Bridges,
> is *> mW w UNNOH 6AIKT - hmm b WHB Ken - »WM w MOU OsTOTH

VIRGINIA MAYO

WHH NcINTIRt - PAUL WWWGH a unmiisai ifiiuawnaiAi hciuk

DOMING SOON ‘ IVANHOE''

Plus 2nd Action-HU

As The Shameless Belle ol Natchex . . . With A Weapon
AU Her Own! In The

’’TARGET HONG CONG”

"Iron Mistress"

And 2nd Exciting Chapter of
BL4CKHA WH

Plus Latest World New*

23-lt

Also—Monday Night—Honey-Quiz 8.15

ROCKLAND

ENDS SATURDAY

“Flat Top”—In Color

20-it

I

2.30 at the church; Odds and Ends
meet at 730 at the church: Fri
day. the women of our church play
host to the World Day of Prayer
service at 3 p. m., with both men
and women cordially invited to
this city-wide observance; also on
Friday, at 630. monthly supper
and meeting of the Men's Associa
tion.

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday

Engaged
CAMDEN

j The Monday Club will meet
j Union street.
Mrs. Lula Green
Purchase Street P.TA. will meet I Miss Janet K. Richan. designer
with Mrs. Anne Longworth, 4
at 7.30 Monday night at the of children's clothes for Love, New
will be the reader.
school. Robert Hudson will be York City, and Frank P. Elwood of
present and show plans for the Philadelphia, were recent house
The Elm Street Reading Club
new North School. Mothers of guests of Mr. and Mrs. Knott C.
will meet with Mrs. Adin Hopkins,
pupils in the flfth grades taught Rankin, Cedar street.
Monday night. Feb 16. The readers
_______
by Mrs. Virginia Neirni and Miss
wil! be the Misses Sawyer.
Judy Clark, daughter of Mr. and
Bertha Luce will serve refresh
The Friends In Council will
Mrs. Lloyd E. Clark, Talbot ave
ments.
meet Tuesday at the home of Mrs.
nue, celebrated her fourth birthday
Paul Millington. The assistants
The Meet To Eat Club met Thursday afternoon with a party
will be Mrs. Russell Hall and Mrs.
Wednesday night at the home of at her home. Decorations carried
Lester Gross.
Mrs. Doris Delano for a pot luck out tire Valentine motif. Refresh
supper. Valentine decorations were ments of birthday cake and ice
The Baptist Mission Circle will
attractively carried out
Games cream were served. Judy received
meet with Mrs. Alfred Lallperte,
were enjoyed following the supper. many nice presents from her little
Tuesday, at 2.30 p. m
Present were Mrs. Beverly Mig- guests which were David and
Annual Meeting
nault. Mrs. Marjorie Ripley, Mrs. Jane Roes, Robert Gieseman, John
Miss Beverly A. Young
Mrs. Harry Tounge. president of
Artinise Mills, Mi-s. Ruth Rytky, and Stephen Graf, Holly Perry and
' the District Nursing Association,
Mrs. Evelyn Bridges, Mrs. Hen Donna Grant.
Mr. and Mrs. Maxwell O. Young
held the annual meeting at her |
rietta Moulalson, Mrs. Evelyn
I of 269 Camden street, Rockland, home Tuesday afternoon.
Mrs
Clark, Mrs. Beatrice Gherardi, and
There wil be a meeting of Mi
Mrs. Louise Billings
riam Rebekah Sewing Circle Tues - announce the engagement of their Emily Jagels of the nominating'
day afternoon at the Odd Fellow's ' daughter. Beverly A.. to Kenneth committee, presented the new slate
Mrs. Wilson B Keene left this Hall at 2 o'clock. Supper will be
R. Anderson, son of Mr. and Mrs i of officers for the ensuing year as
week for a sojourn in Florida.
served at 6.15 and meeting at 7.30 Augustus Anderson of Port Clyde follows: Mrs. Tounge, president; j
Mrs. Leonard Maliska, vice presi
with rehearsal following.
Miss Young attended Rockland
The Chapin Class of the Unident; Miss Bertha Clason, secre
Schools. Mr. Anderson Is engaged
versalist Church will hold a sup
tary and treasurer. The members
In
the
fishing
business
in
Port

per meeting Tuesday night at 6
of the executive committee are
land.
o'clock*in the vestry
Hostesses
Mrs. Fred Powers. Mrs. Maxwell
No date has been set for the
will be Miss Jennie Trussell, Mis.
Kelley, Mrs. Albert Hoffses, Mrs.
wedding.
Clara Smith, Miss Gladys Blethen,
Morton Quantrell, Mrs. Robert
Miss Mabel Lamb and Mr,. Edith
Rippey, Mrs. Millett Perkins and
Atwood.
SOUTH HOPE
Mrs. V B. Crockett. The once a

I Health Portal

Mrs. Chloe Mills has returned
from Appleton.
Mr. and Mrs Halver Hart, Jr.,
were recent visitors in Portland
Mrs. Shirley Philbrook and two
. children of Cainden spent scleral
j days recently with her mother.
' Mrs. Annie Creamer.

Accardi and son James,
Meadowbrook, Penn., are
Mr. and Mrs Jaspar
Trinity street

Mrs. Edward M Ayer of SpringHeld, Mass., is the guest for a week
of her sister and brother-in-law,
Mr. and Mrs. Knott C. Rankin,
Cedar street

Miss Emma Waterhouse and
Charles Patten ol Rutland, Miass.,
who were on their way to Caribou
Mrs. Richard Ellingwood left to
were overnight guests Thursday
Miss
Barbara
Connor.
dietary
day by automobile for Fort Ham
■ uxl Friday of Mr. and Mrs
ilton, N. Y., Port ot Embarkation. consultant from the Bingham As
i Charles Taylor.
After being processed she will sail sociates Fund, is spending this
Miss Stelia Lacombe of Llncolnweek
in
Rockland
and
the
Coastal
for Weisbaden, Germany, to Join
her husband M-Sgt. Richard El Area. Miss Connor will be one of 1 vllle and Mr-. Esther McFarland
lingwood. Their son Richard El- the speakers on the panel for of Camden visited' Mr. and Mrs
lingiwood, Jr., will make his home Career Day, giving highlights of Ralph Robbins Friday afternoon
Miss Ri ta Baird of Boston spent
with her parents. Mr. and Mrs the training courses and the ex
Almon M Young, North Main periences of students while learn a few days with her mother. Mring dietetics.
Jeasle Yattuw. last week
street, for the present.
--KCOH—

The members of the choir of the
First Baptist Church and their
guests enjoyed a delicious supper
Wednesday night given them by
the church in recognition of their
services
Mrs Helen Pinkham
president of the Women's Associa
tion, was chairman, and was as
sisted by Miss Alice McIntosh.
Mrs. . Ethel Colburn, Mrs Carrie
Browne, Mrs. Ethelyn Prohock and
the waitresses, Mrs Emma Hill,
Miss Anna Webster. Miss Thelma
Russell and Miss Alberta Kimball.
The regular choir rehearsal was
held following the supper.
Those
attending were Miss Charlotte
Cook. Mrs. Mildred Havener, Mr
and Mrs. Ernest Crie. Mr. and Mrs
Alfred Young, Mr. and Mrs. Ansel
Young. Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Ames,
Mrs. Muriel Thyrston. Mrs. Doris
Ames, Miss Carol Elwell, Mr. and
Mrs. Charles Stackpole. Osmond
Palmer, Mr and Mrs Richard
Stoddard, Mr. and Mrs Raymond
Greene, Granville Richards, Mr.
and Mrs. Paul Merriam, Rev. ano
Mrs. J. C. MacDonald, and Mr
and Mrs. Ralph Stickney.

WHATEVER

YOUR SALAD..

DEANS WILL HAVE GOLDEN WEDDING OPEN PANEL ON HEALTH PROBLEM

MRS KENNETH HERRICK
Correspondent
Telephone 2197

Social Matters

James
Jr., of
visiting
Accardi.

year drive for ftyids will be held
: Feb. 19.
Official Visitation
Mrs. Constance MacPhail, presi
dent ol the Rebekah Assembly of
Maine, made her official visitation
of Malden Cliff Rebekah Lodge
Wednesday night, at which time
the degree was confered on a can
didate. Tire Lodge was awarded a
certificate of perfection by the
president.
Other distinguished
guests present were, Miss Ruth
Rogers of Rockland, Mrs. Inez
Crosby, Mrs. Jeannette Dennison
am Mrs. Margaret Wood Refresh
ments were served with Mrs. Kay
Dow and Mrs. Charlotte Upham
in charge.
Advertise in The Courier-Gazette

BPW Club Will Invite City Officials And
Public To Session Of Feb. 25
The Rockland Business and Pro-1
fessional Women's Club held Its
meeting at the Farnsworth Mu
seum. Wednesday night.
Plans were discussed by the club j
members to hold an open panel
discussion with city officials, doc- j
tors and the public participating.,
The discussion will deal with the
pre-ent re ources, facilities and
need9 of Rockland's health and
safety programs and will Include
such topics as sanitation, health,
problems and adult recreation.
This meeting will be held Feb. 25
at 7.30 p. m. at the Farnsworth
Mu eum Auditorium under the di
rection of the Health and Safety
rhotu oy rtarue Committee with Mrs. Flora Cullen
Mr. and Mrs. Frederick C. Dean
and Mrs. Jeanne Chisholm, coMembers of BPW
Flowers, presents, and even pho children and one great-grandson. chairmen.
tographers arrived somewhat early The Deans are particularly proud urge all interested citizens to at
at the Shaw Avenue home of Mr. of their grandson, George, who tend.
Ar. invitation was read from the '
and Mr?. Frederick C. Dean who only recently returned after having
will celebrate the 50th anniversary served with the Infantry in Korea Portland BPW to attend Us 33d1
of their marriage with an "Open
Anniversaries in, the Dean family anniversary. Feb. 16. Any Rock
House” on Monday.
run together and It had been hoped land members wishing to attend
Married at Gardiner, Maine. that the family could be united are to notify Mrs. Virginia Knight.
Reports were given by commit
Feb. 16. 1903. by the Rev. Charies to celebrate not only the Golden
Cashmere, of
the
Methodist Wedding of the elder Deans .but tee chairmen; Miss Polly Stevens
Church, the former Anne Delma also the 22nd anniversary of the | reported on the Lobster Festival
Sprague became the bride of Fred- j George Deans who were married j meeting which she attended: Mrs.
eriefc C. Dean, a granite carver gnd j Feb. 16. 1931. at the Rockland Con ; Beatrice Grant of Education and
cutter by profession, who for many gregational Church by Rev. Mr Vocations reported that 59 peryears was in bu Iness by himself, Rounds, and tlte 14th anniversary ons had signed up for the In
but Is new retired.
of the Arthur Deans, marned terior Decorating courses which
The marriage was blessed with Feb. 17, 1939, by Rev. J. Charles l»er committee had sponsored;
three children, Arthur, of Trenton, MacDonald of the First Baptist Mrs. Joyce Champlin of Legislation
N. J.; George, of Lakewood, R. I.; Church lu Rockland. Sickness and announced that to date 479 bilk
and Mrs. Florence Klrsner of Bos bid travel conditions prevent this nad been presented to the State
; of Maine legislature; Mrs. Leota
ton. There are also five grand gathering of the clan.

EAST FRIENDSHIP
Mrs. Dorothy Russell is ill. Mar
jorie Russell was called home
Tuesday from her work in Rock
land by her mother's illness.
Mr. and Mrs. R. J. Marshall
called on F. S. Stone and Effie Miller in Thomaston Wednesday, the
latter being seriously ill. Mr. and
Mrs. Frank Miller also called at
the Miller's last week.
Honor 36th Anniversary

Mr. and Mrs. Frank Miller en
tertained at supper Saturday, Mr.
and Mrs. Charles Murphy of the
Village, and Mr. and Mrs. Albert
Jameson in honor of their 36th
Wedding anniversary. Other callers
for the evening were Mr. and Mrs.
Arthur Wyllie and children of
South Warren, Mrs. Roy Vose and
Mrs. Kenneth Sevon of Pleasant
Point. A very pleasant evening was
enjoyed by all. Mrs. Sevon wrote
poetry on the Miller family. Read
ing was done by Mrs. Roy Vase

MAYONNAISE
FPFNfH DRESSING

YOUR KEY

J

TO
SALAD

FLAVOR

;

weekend In Hamden, Conn., with
WEST WALDOBORO
Mrs. Everett Jordan and chil
Mr. and Mrs. Banning Reppller.
and stayed overnight with Miss dren of Edgecomb were recent call
Margaret Rlnkehbach In Bryn ers on Mrs. Kenneth Krah.
Nearly every family here has
Maur, Pa.
been sick with the prevailing epi
demic.
OWL’S HEAD
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Munson and
Flan Benefit Fart)
daughter of New Britain, Conn.,
The Heart Fund Committee for
were recent callers at the home of
Owls Head met recently at the
Dewey Winchenbach.
home of the chairman, Edna WotMrs. Herbert Waltz and son
tbn. Plans were made for a public
Charles were In Augusta Tuesday.
benefit at the Owls Head Central
Mr. and Mrs. Sherman Smith
School the night of Feb. 20. Edward
and two sons of Waterville spent
Coffin will present a 40-mlnute
the weekend with her parents. Mr.
program of colored slides taken on
and Mrs. Dewey Winchenbach.
his recent European trip. Music
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Bodge, son
and refreshments will complete the
Michael and daughter Shirley of
evening's entertainment. Admis Richmond were recent callers In
sion free—a collection will be this vicinity.
taken.
Byron Nash of Friendship visited
Members of the committee In last Sunday with Mr. and Mrs.
clude Mr. and Mrs. Edward Cof Aaron Nash.
fin. Eliena Fredette, Mrs. George
Col. Stanley Waltz attended the
Ross. Mrs. Emery Howard, Mrs luncheon at the Blaine House in
Francis Dyer, Mrs. Carl Philbrook, Augusta last Tuesday
and Mrs. Alvls Epps.
Another religious prejudice that
They say feeding a machine survives the test of time is that of
keeps a man In a trance—and driv hating to get up on Sunday morn
ing one often has that same effect. ing

Cuthbertson, through Mrs. Ruth
Cross of Radio and Television,
presented a report asking for a poll
to be taken among our members
as to the network that was doing
the most In programs to promote
the business woman's Interest;
Mrs. Lettie Cross of Finance pre
sented the Club’s 1952-1963 budget
which was duly accepted; the
Health and Safety Committee
chairmen. Mrs Flork Cullen and
Mrs. Jean Chisholm had the presi
dent finish , the questionnaire
on Rockland's Health and Safety
resources and facilities.
President Cross announced that
the State convention planning
oommittee had appointed the fol
lowing chairmen for State con
vention: Registration., Mrs. Helvi
Hamalainen; entertainment Fri
day night. June 12, Mrs. Nettie B
Frost; luncheon. Saturday noon.
June 13. Mrs. Dorothy Collins;
banquet-. Saturday night. Miss
Winifred Ramsdell; luncheon, Sun
day noon. June 14 Mr. Eaxy Perry;
Information and Services, Mrs
Loana Shibles; hostesses, Mrs.
Bernice Havener and publicity,
Mrs. Bernice Havener and pub
licity, Mrs. Ruth Cross.
There will be a meeting of the
State
Convention
Committee
Chairmen with the general cliairman. President Ruth Cross and
her co-chairmen Mh6 Ruth Mc
Bride and Miss M. Lucille Nason
at Che home of Mrs. Cross or, Feb.
18 at 7.30 p. m.

Scouts

Newsliles
Girl Scout Troop No 6 held their
regular weekly meeting Wednesday
after school in the Undercroft of
St. Peter's EupLccpal Church.
After the business meeting badge
work was discussed. In order to
become a first-class scout they
will have liad to earn 12 badges,
fqur to six from one program field.
The next meeting will be a Val
entine party. Members of the
troop
are:
Deanna
Allard,
Carolyn Bird, Betty Braun. Mary
Elen Brown. Anna Coughlin.
Lynda Goodiiow. Judith Harriman,
Regina Hyland. Oail Ladd, Har
riet Ladd. Judith McKin; y. Pris
cilla Newbert. Nancy O'Brien. MaryJean Rowling. KoseAntr Small,
Mary Soul?. Vein.; Marie Studley
and Sandra Sylvester.

Mrs. Camilla Donlaan. RJJ. and
Mrs. Dorothy T. Folta, R N. attended the legislative Committee
sessions on State Welfare (relating
to State Aid) at Augusta on Wed
nesday afternoon. Representatives
from the Maine Hospital Associa
by
tions were present to express their
disap;woval of the pending bill
Gladys S. Heistad
L.D. No 12. Mrs. Herman Weisman. and Mr- Paul Millington, at
tended the committee hearing on
State Welfare as representatives
Through the kindness of Dr. and and was there for four years. For
from the Womens Auxiliary of the
SPRUCE HEAD
Mrs. Gilmore Soule, I attended a a number of years he gave lessons
Knox County Medical Society.
Rev. and Mrs. Alfred J. Wilson
rehearsal of the Harbor Chorus, in in New York and In Birmingham,
—KCOH—
Ala., also presenting many voice left Feb. 6 lor a month's sojourn
The Junior Womens Club of Camden and found It most inter
Advertise in Tne Courier-Gazette
'recitals. However, this proved to in the south. They spent the
Rockland met at the Bok Nirr-es' esting as well as enjoyable. For
be a precarious living, so he trained
Home on Tuesday evening to make some reason or other chorus re
for public school teaching and had
/>OZ,Z>.1Z{ ZOZ? ZAOZ.Zz.IZZ > OZr Z.1.IT ZZZ’.lTyt
■ ..pplles and sew articles needed hearsals have a great fascination
a successful position in Newark,
for the hospital.
for me—perhaps it is a "hangover”
N. J. While in New York he was
KCOH—
from the days when I was singing
Mrs. Patsy Discat io. Camden, do in choruses and tending out on re a bass soloist in several of the
nated seven baby' night gowns, hearsals. Not too long ago I was at leading churches and belonged to
the renowed Schola Cantorum.
and four baby shirts.
a rehearsal of Bob Laite's Camden
singing under Toscanini, Hugh
—KCOH—
Men’s Chorus—it was such fun—
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Kennedy. it may be that you remember my Ross and other conductors of re
Camden, donated two dozen face account of it in a column at the pute. Mr. Pendleton also took
cloths.
time. It is heart wanning thing tb courses in music at Columbia Uni
—KCOH—
see as well as to hear—a group versity, among them conducting of
Mrs. Grace Frye, maid in the
singing together, especially when both orchestral and choral groups.
dietary department, was re-adthe singers are in accord both in He has had wide experience in
mltted to the hospital on Saturday
their music and in their harmony conducting choruses, not only In
night following an attack of the
of spirit. I felt that accord in the school work but in volunteer and
"flu."
group I heard at Cainden the other professional groups.
—K0GH-I was greatly impressed by Mr.
night.
The R.N. Club will hold their
Pendleton's
work which disclosed
The Harbor Chorus, a mixed
next regular meeting on Feb.
his sure knowledge of choral con
group,
was
organized
by
Lewis
C.
17, the third Tuc day In the
ducting. He strives for clean at
month as selected by Mrs. Laura Pendleton, in October, 1952 and re tacks, good diction, color effects,
Maxim. R.N., president. Miss Nora hearsed weekly throughout the fall and correctness without the mater
Seavey. RJ7.. of Thomaston, is in in the Methodist vestry in Camden, ial in hand becoming stilted. I was
charge of the program. Robert with the original membership also impressed by the personality
Vivian of Waldoboro will be the growing from about twenty-five to of the man—his friendliness and
guest speaker. Mr. Vivian was a fifty-six by the time the first con warm informality toward his sing
war correspondent in World War 2 cert was given on Dec. 7, in the ers, yet without sacrificing the
Camden Opera House, as a Y. M.
and will give highlights of some of
C. A. benefit. The singers at that seriousness of the work to be ac
his interesting experiences during
time came from Camden. Rockport, complished.
that period. The meeting begins
The chorus now numbers sixtyLincolnville, Simonton's Corner
at 8 p. m.
and Glen Cove. (Since then mem five or more, and it struck me that
—KCOH—
Miss Estelle Sayward, daughter bers from Rockland and Cushing it Is remarkably well balanced,
of Mr and Mrs. Earl Sayward, have been added.) Miss Ruth Dal with enough male voices to offset
Thomaston Ave.. Rockland, re ton of Rockland was (and is' the the larger number of sopranos who
ceived her “cap" on Thursday, at accompanist.. The concert was a so often overshadow the other
the capping ceremonies held at big success, with several hundred voices in a mixed chorus.
The numbers the chorus is
Eastern Maine Genera! Hospital, people attending, warm in their re
working
on are varied In style—a
sponse
to
the
varied
musical
pro

Bangor. Estelle worked as volun
teer In the nursing department, gram presented by the Chorus and Tschalkovsky number Is especially
Hour or rutrmn »r nut lomntr cost
Measure the wonderful new Pontiac for size, beauty and
and also In the dietary department by gifted Alan Hynd, pianist, as lovely, and there is a Tertius Noble
during
her summer vacation guest soloist. After this concert number that has grand effect*.
performance against the finest and costliest cars.
Completely New Ileal-Streak Ntyllag
period, and after school evenings. there was a brief vacation, with re There arc some moving spirituals
Pontiac is big-with its new 122-lnch wheelbase and roomy,
hearsals
resuming
in
January
o
‘
f
and
some
light
numbers.
Due
to
a
New Longer Wheelbase
Site attended the "Career Dky Pro
comfortable bodies.
gram" for high school seniors, this year. Another concert is necessary business meeting, I did
Pontine
’
s
Great Dnal-Range Fewer Trail’
Pontiac is beautiful—easily the most distinctive car on the
planning during that time to enter planned for May, to be given in not hear as much singing as I had
road
—
with
luxurious
color-matched
Interiors.
Longer,
Leveller, Roomier Bodies
training when she reached the re the Camden Opera House, the plan wished, but Mr. Pendleton says
With
Pontiac
’
s
famous
Dual-Range
power
train*
you
get
being
to
present
two
concerts
each
"Come
again
”
and
that
I
hope
to
New
One-Pleee
Panornmle Windshield
quired age.
more power than you’ll probably ever need—with a distinct
do. I d like to attend a rehearsal
and Rear Window
year.
The Chorus appreciates its good just before the May concert.
saving in gasoline.
Peetlae’a Weadertal New Power Steering*
But most remarkable is Pontiac's price tag—just a shade
fortune In having Lewis Pendle
As you know, other subjects than
CLAYT BITLER
gpeetaealar New Over-All Perfermanee
above the lowest—and Its wonderful reputation for de
ton as the director, for he is well music creep occasionally into this
Wants to See YOU About qualified
-OaHeael e> Mira caM.
pendability, economy and high re-sale value.
by training and exper column, and for that reason I am
ience to lead such a group. Mr. tempted to quote trom a letter Just
Come in and see for yourself that Pontiac offers much more
ENTER CM'S I1M.*M BETTER IUCHWWI
SWARDS CONTEST
Pendleton had his early musical received from Boston friends (for
of everything—except price!
SNOW and MUD
training In Oamden, and from merly of Maine) in which they tell
1915 to 1917 he was at the New of attending the New England
RETREADING
England Conservatory of Music Sportsmen's Show at the Mechan
In Boston where he majored in ics Building, enlarging on the
RUBBER STAMPS voice. His studies were Interrupted Maine exhibit. 8ince most of us are
712 Main Street
Rockland, Maine
by the First World War. but in 1919 ardent "Malne-lacs,” think you will
he began study at the Herbert be Intereeted:
(Continued on Page Eight)
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STEAMBOAT YARNS
of Ships and Men

(Continued from Page Seven)

John M. Richardson

| pencil over hls ear and a handful
of brass baggage cheeks hanging
on leather, was rolling out trunks
: for the Eoston' boat.
3
What a picture and who could
yr
ever imagine that in a few short
years this scene would be one of
the past, and completely obliterated
except that it will always remain
in the minds of us who were a par;
of it. It was on this trip that I
shook hands the last time with a
man who loved and lived ln a
steamboat world a man whose
passing was a blow to everyone who
knew him, the late Basil H. Stinson.
I left Capt. Brown, telling him I
would see him at his table in the
dining room after the ship sailed "He lived In a Steamboat world.”
The late Col. Basil H. Stinson.
and went to the passenger ticket
■ off: e on Tillson’s wharf to say They all are interested in my arti
Tiilsons Wharf, Rockland
goodbye and thanks to F S. Sher cles
in
The
Courier-Gazette.
The last time I set foot on Till and Catherine both around the man and his son Ray for making Through these letters I have heard
son's Wharf in Rockland was when corner back of the coal shed. The my day a complete success. There from many who served with me.
I had my office a- foster's Wharf W. G. Butnam laid next to the I saw another page for steamboat and had it not have been for these
in Boston. The purpose of my trip bulkhead as'ern of the Catherine history. F S Sherman, who was articles we would never have been
was to malte an inspe.tion of tl.e The only thing that seemed to b. responsible for the whole network ln contact with each other. You
Ufesavieg equipment on all the missing in the picture was Capt jf s.enn.bcat routes out of Rock- ■ can imagine what this means to
Penohscot Bay steamers that I Jobie Phi'brcok's schooner Pearl i land for the Eastern Steamship • me. and to know that, they will ac
might give a report to Oscar G that used to carry grain to Crie , I, res and his son Ray, were the cept my humble way of expressing
Haines who was the Supervising Haven and Vinalhaven. Capt. pillgrs of that central arch through my thoughts or steamboat day
Inspector of Steam Vessels in Bos P'. ilbrci k had passed on a few which every move of Pensbscot1 dreams that is again a source of
ton at that time. I came to Rock years before. He was a land mark Bay's network of steamboat were great appreciation.
land on the Boston to Bangor boat on Rockland’s waterfront.
1 g Ide-.
Now comes the request. John M
Just outside the fre ght shed
and Inspected the small beats while
Mr. Sherman was a steamboat Richardson, author of "Steamboat
in Rockland and proceeded to Ba: were horse drawn wagons unload executive from the old school. A Lore of the Penobscot," in the
Harbor on the J. T. Morse, inspect ing grain, boxes and bundles on the blueprint of all his repsonslbilities minds of all of us steamboat men.
tigs such names as Thorndike & was in his mind and he only had to
ing her enroute.
constructed the archives where
That trip was a picture and has Hix. John Bird Company. H. H wink an eye to make a decision. He steamboat history will be preserved
Crie.
These
names
were
as
much
been foremost in my mird of all my
was equaled by only a few in his for all times when his book
recollections of those days. I was a part cf these days as the steam- field and very few men could have -Steamlooat Lore of the Penob
back in the center cf activity where beats. They were the pioneers who taken his place to have managed scot” came off the press. I dare
I had served my apprenticeship as helped to keep these giant paddle such a central depot as Rcckland say that most every one of these
a steambeatman. and as I lock back wheels turning and their names on so sucessfully. He was a greatly! men has a copy of this bcok in his
today I car. see the whole setting as the tags of boxes, bags or barrels. loved superior by all those under bookcase and those who haven't,
it was when I arrived in Rocklar.d We old timers miss, as those names him. His son Ray was so well soon will. The majority of the read
from Bar Harbor on the J. T. Mors were a part of the picture that be s booled by his father and right- ers of The Courier-Gazette keep a
longs in Steamboat Lore.
i fully inherited those great princi scrap book, as my letters from them
that night.
Darkness had fallen and Tiilsons ples taught him as the two worked
The Boston boat had returre
has stated. Many of these letters
from Bangor on her way to Boston Wharf was a glow cf light. A side by side for many years Ray are asking my influence to per
stream
of
freight
trucks
moved
in
and as I was traveling on a com
carried out these principles long af- suade Mr. Richardson to have his
plimentary pass, I was to occupy and out of the Belfast's forward I ter the Eastern suffered that tra picture appear over one of the
the stateroom I had had the nigh: gangway and through her gang gic less of his beloved father. The Steamboat articles to make their
before from Boston. My days work way aft was an endless procession name Sherman was a part of scrap book complete.
was finished so I just had to stroll of pasengers with suit cases, dogs, | Maine's busiest coastal terminal
How about it Mr Richardson?
around and absorb every bit I coulc bird cages, were a familiar sight and it remained so until the last Why not put it over an early arti- ,
j steamer saluted the lighthouse on
of the surroundings where I had in those days.
cle? Thanks.
Bill Freeman, John Hosmer, 1 Owl's Head.
spent the most glorious days of mj
Sincerely yours.
Thomas
Birmingham,
Ike
Phil

life. I recollect as though it was
Now comes a little request and
Walter E. Scott
yesterday, I sat on a box with Capt brook, directed freight handlers to perhaps with a little persuasion
[Just how in the world would a
Frank Brown who was the alter their respective ships and Capts; from the readers of this article we man go about saying “no" to a man
natlng Captain on the Belfast a' Ben Dunton, Adrian Stanley. Addi can bring it about. I have a file like Captain Scott? The picture will
that time. The Monhegan laid on son Shute and Harry Shute were full of letters from Steamboat lov- be there Cap'n, next Saturday, I
the north side of the wharf, the having their usual conference up by ' ers. many from the few surviving .
the 21st.l
Belfast at the end. the J. T. Morse the baggage room, where Cy Hig- old timers of Steamboat days
on the South side, the Boothbay g ns the baggage master, wit'., a These letters mean much to me.
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"Maine had its place at the
Sportsmen's Show, and there was
no doubt about that as the chief
exhibit behind the stage, where no
one unless asleep could help but
see it, was a mill w’hecl with run
ning water and ln big unmistakable
letters was the word 'Maine'.
Booths displaying this same beauti
ful word were scattered all over
the place. We returned home
loaded down with various news
papers and pamphlets, as well as
booklets of ‘Down East Receipts'.
The Old Town Indians had a lovely
exhibition of their fine handi
craft. There were several other
handicraft booths. The boat dis
plays were very interesting to us,
and the wild life teas a refreshing
change from the city streets to
which we are accustomed, as it
gave one a bit of the feeling one
has when walking through the
forest. The program of the Maine
Indians and their dogs, as well as
the Informal entertainment, was
most enjoyable. We enjoyed seeing
the antique reproductions from The
Woodcraft Shop and the log cabins
from Rockiand. We are always so
happy to see something from the
vicinity so dear to us.”

Recalling John Egerton's enthus
iastic account of hearing The
Gershwin Concert Orchestra and
how impressed he was by this ex
cellent group, ‘‘Variety” tells us
that this unit has 86 dates for its
1C63 tour and a "waiting list ’ for
1954. I had hoped we might get
this attraction tor our 1953-54
Community Concerts, but lt begins
to look doubtful if 1954 is already
being dated.
....
There are so many new offermgs
coming before the American public
for the first time—foreign offer
ings, I should comment. Only last
w'eek Cofbmbia Artists sent me no
tices of the Stuttgart Chamber Or
chestra, Karl Muenchlnger, con
ductor; The Vienna Academy Cho
rus; Les Compagnons de La Chan
son, and thc Viennese pianist. Badura-Skoda, whose debut in Town
Hail caused a sensation.
Since the formation of the

Stuttgart Chamber Orchestra ln
19«5, the fame of its superlative
playing has spread all over Europe,
tours being made of Switzerland,
France, England, Italy. Spain,
Scandinavia, etc. Appearances at
the Salaburg and Edinburgh Fes
tivals of 1952 added to its fame
The ensembles consists of four first
violins, four second violins, three
violas, three celli and one bass viol,
and their programs embrace works
from early Baroque music to Mo
zart, the Viennese classics and
modern works by Hindemith, Bar
ber, Syravinsky, etc.

The Vienna Academy Chorus—24
voices—has also made successful
European tours and appeared at
the Saliburg and Edinburgh Festi
vals. The Chorus consists of twelve
female voices and twelve male
voices, all vocally and instrumentally trained graduates cf the
great Vienna Academy of Music.
They sing from the great vocal lit
erature of the world, typical Vien
nese music which features Aus
trian folk-songs, etc, and they also
intersperse their program with col
orful instrumental numbers.
Lily Pons says she personally
thinks Les Ccmpagr.ons de La
Chanson are "terrific”. This en
semble 'of
nine
good-looking
Frenchmen came to this country
for tlie first time in 1947, with
famed songstress, Edith Piaf. So
great was their success here that
they have since gone on their own
glory in the best supper clubs and
theatres across the land, and have
become tremendous hits on TV and
In tlie movies. They will embark
on their first North American con
cert taur in the fall of 1953, giving
cities and towns a chance to hear
their incomparable Interpretations
of French folk-songs and ballads.
Badura-Skoda received a feature
write-up in Time magazine in Ja
nuary of this year, in which was
tola net only of his phenomenal
debut In Town Hall, but of his
early musical life. He is now 25
years old, has been playing since
he was six, received training at
the Vienna Academy of Music, and
from hls first recital in Vienna
four years ago has been gradually
making his name as a soloist and
chamber musician. Judging from
the "rave" reviews, it would seem

second floor,
112.30 o’clock.

every

Monday

Old-age and survivors Insurance
has become the Nation’s basic
! family insurance program. Its pri
mary purpose being to provide a
foundation of family protection
and to minimize lhe serious finan
cial results of old age and pre1 mature death. No community can
afford to overlook the serious
economic problems which confront
i its families when their income is
reduced or eliminated as a result
} of these hazards.
(This is one of a series of arti
j For the retired worker, this procles on old-age and survivors In 1 gram provides an asurance of a
surance under the Social Security , certain dignity in his old age, be- yf
Act. These articles were prepared cause the payments he receives
by your social security office at are the direct results of hls own
the Post Office Building, Augusta, work The elements of charity are
Me. You can get more information entirely lacking. In the event of
from that office by visiting there, premature death of the younger
writing, or telephoning Augusta worker, it is survivors' insurance
3-3712.)
A representative is at program. Social Security benefits
the Rockland Post Office Building, payable to widows, wfdowers, chil
dren, or dependent parents of de
that he has everything necessary ceased workers usually enable the
survivors to remain together and
to make a great pianist.
I to retain their family associations
• • • e
Mertie Hemenway sends me the which are so Important in our
announcement of Bach's Mass ln American way of Hfe.
This program is paid for by
B Minor to be given at the First
Presbyterian Church, Fifth Avenue those who participate through
at 12th street, New York, on Feb. taxes which are paid by employes,
22. the offering to be for the Dr. employers, and self-employed perAlbert Schweitzer Hospital in Afri sons. At the present time these
ca. It has special interest for us taxes are at the rate ot one and
since Barbara Troxell will be one one-half per cent of wages for both
of the soloists. Bach's “St. Mat the wage earner and his employer,
thew Passion” will be given on and tw^and one-fourth percent of
Palm Sunday, March 29, and on lucerne for the self-employed per
Easter Sunday, April 5, Handeil's son. These rates, which are ap
plied only to the first *3600 of
"The Messiah.”
e e e e
; yearly Income will eventually rise
The Memorabilia Committee of to three and one-fourth per cent
the Metropolitan Opera Guild has for the employee and the employer,
recently acquired for the Metropo ar.d four and seven-eighths per cent
litan Opera a bronze bust of Arturo for the self-employed person,
Toscanini, a portrait of Oulseppe starting with *1970. At this rate,
DeLuca as "Rigoleflo," and John the system is expected to remain
McCormack's Don Ottavio costume entirely self-suppcfrtlng.
for Mozart's "Don Ciovanni.”
Each community is substantially
The Toscanini bust is the work strengthened by the stabilizing ef- Jl
of Bcnno Elkans. Britist sculptor, fects of the millions of social se
and
lt
is the gift
of a curity dollars, coming, as they do,
group of the conductor's friends. into local business or industry. A
The DeLuca portrait is the gift of moderate security for the indi
the singer's widow, given "in lov vidual and the preservation of the
ing memory of my dear husband." family unit are the contributions
The John McCormack costume is of thc Bureau of Old-Age and
the gift of the Dublin Operatic So Survivors Insurance to a society ot
ciety.
1 free and independent people.

WILL BE ON PUBLIC DISPLAY
Our Show Room-245 Main St., Tue., Feb. 17

Work On Budget
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Unusual Idea Advanced That
Government Supervisors
Be Checked

Bor

4
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Rewarding in so many ways...

your Career in Nursing!
How would vou like to share in thc brightest future
that professional nursing has ever faced? How
would vou like the advantages of an assured in
come, a secure future -and almost uolimited
opportunities to further your career?

All this—plus the assured income this growing
profession offers! And thc rewards of sour fine
education in nursing go on even after you marry
and have a family. For the knowledge you have
gained makes you a wise, capable wife.

All this is now made possible for you—because
today there is an oser-incrcasing demand for more
health care. But these are just a share of your
rewards in nursing.

Enroll Now as a Student Nurse

There are rewarding associations, too! You
belong to a courageous team -working together
with some of the finest people in the community
—our physicians, surgeons, our nurses.

Today more and more young women want to make
nursing their profession, in preference to any other
career. Act now to enter the Nursing School of your
choice.
Ask sow school adviser or Ihe Director of Nurses at
ynw local hospital for information on how sou can enter
a collegia Ie or hospital School of Nursing.

Lite other American business firms we believe that business
has a responsibility to contribute to the public welfare.
This advertisement is therefore sponsored by

The Washington News recently
gave a banner-line and front-page
space to a suggestion by one of its
coiumists, John Cramer. Mr. Cra
mer urged “that every government
agency give every supervisor, at ev
ery level, his own simple working
budget—and then challenge him, by
every possible means, not only to
live within it. but, more import
antly, to cut it. Let him be rated
on h-s performance.”
Of this the Portland Oregonian
said editorially, "Mr. Cramer is
authority for the astounding asser
tion that not more than 5.000 ol
the estimated 100,000 supervisors in
government employment ever see
anything faintly
resembling a
working budget for the units they
manage. In these instances lfl
which supervisors have been given
a budget and encouraged not only
to work w’ithin It but to reduce It,
the economies have been marked.
Not only that, the morale of the
employees and their efficiency,
have been increased.
"There is no doubt that m'llions
cf doUars could be saved by re
quiring the supervisor of each gov
ernment unit to be responsible for
the spending In that unit—with his
promotions and salary Increases de
pendent on his performance."
As matters stand now, a federal
employee’s title, salary and general
Importance lr the bureaucratic ma
chine is largely dependent on how
much money he can find to spend
and how many subordinates he can
manage to attach to the govern
ment payroll. The result Is tremen! dous amount of duplication of ef
fort, all kinds of unnecessary and
useless work, two or three people
for each job—and endless watte of
our tax money.
The new Administration Is
pledged to bend every effort to rid
ding the government of waste and
extravagance and the corruption
that always goes with them That
will be a terrific task but Its’ a task
that must be done.
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Announcing
the New 1953 Studebaker
ftca/c

It’s almost unbelievably low! It’s impressively long and widel

It has the sleek-!;ned smartness or a costly foreign car

and it’s right down to earth in price!
A brand new type of
Power Steering

It’* her* right now) The completely new,

eewationallv different 1953 Studebaker! Un
questionably the moat daring step forward

of our times in automobile design!

suseefip

THE COURIER-GAZETTE

cbnlinental ebann of Europe's most distin

Career Day—Feb. 18th—At Knox Hospital

All models—Champions ond Commander
V-8»—have one-piece raar windows as

well as windshields

♦

very low most people can see over its top!

A new and safer
It's less than five feet high 1

1953 Studebaker Starllner hard-top convertible I

the 1953 Studebaker. Find out how down to

low center of gravity
It gives the ear rood-tifM debility

earth in price it really is. Arrange to go far

on sharp turns as well os curves

a thrilling drive!

See the new 1953 Studebaker Champions and Commander V-8s that are now on displayl

LEWIS HERBERT ft SON
DRILLERS SINCE UU
aiesters

♦
Huge new expanse* of

guished cars—a new Studebaker that is eo

Truly a new flight into the future 1

ARTESIAN WELLS

A Studeboker exclusive—available io
Commander V-8 at moderate extra cost

safety glass all around
Here, first by far in an American car. is the

Coma in right awoy and take a look at

Doing no more than the average j
is what keeps the average down.
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ROCKLAND MOTOR COMPANY
245 MAIN 8TREET,

at

ROOKLAND, MAINE

TELEPHONE 920

